Farm, Garden and Household,
Seed

Time

and

Harvest.

'll the tilth of March last, in a leadin'*
article, the Bangor Commercial used this

language:—

"After a careful survey of the whole
Id, we Inn c come to the’eonelusion that
l iii
with a season
reasonably fair foil's will this year give to the world the
gest and most valuable amount oi a<*rieu'iura’. products that she has ever "iven
°
n her historv."
1
> ai articles
iast Spring the editor
g,-<! u]>on the farmers ot Maine to sow
ra.-x ot wheat, and in
several of the
ur.t-ios hi> advice was heeded.
h,
esu,; is a bountiful
yield of wheat.
!,:•
eases the
crop is estimated as
gb as i
bushels to the acre, and tew
‘.-i,
The average yield
bushels ic> the acre
a recent date says:—
,UI farmers can
hardly realize how
s' >
done for the State of
line by their wheat
crop this year When
-(
n
produces her own bread,
■
"
«hc uav c once more entered on
'.
ighw ay d prospeiity
s
'state produced but 234.-

Republican Jot trna t

VOLUME
Herding

on

45._BELFAST,
the

Plains.

correspondent of the Chicago Tribune, writing from Wyoming, describes
the system of cattle-herding there, and the
habits ot the animals: “A herd ot cattle,
left to itself, forms a sort ol organization,
aud is governed by set rules.
In approaching the herd, lirst we see a few
A

stragglers on the hills, that look like Indians, and which are the sentinels lor the
great body quietly feeding under thenprotection. ii these warders or sentinels
are alarmed, the whole herd rushes toand prepares for flight or battle.
gether
The bulls command, and the dams and
calves render them a cheerful obedience,
'lhe cattle graze in families of two. four
and six head; then
groups of a dozen;
aud lastly we come
upon the great body
ol bulls, steers, oxen aud cows
promiscuously together. 1 visited a herd on the
Laramie Plains and observed them closely 1 saw their warders, or sentinels,
their families, and next the mass of the
herd. We drove tor miles and miles—
young hulls bellowing around us. beilers
kicking up their heels and scampering
away, and old dams hastening to their
young, as if fearful we came to rob them
of their pretty calves,
if was a grand
sight, this herd of (iffy bulls and three
thousand cows, with their eighteen bun
died calves, it seemed a mountain of
beet and a large fortune for one man lo
possess; yet 1 was told the gentleman
who owned this herd had t.ireo others larger still.

•• U

Glove.

—wine,

ladv's glove:
lias lain in the desk where I found it
or
twenty long years, but tlie freshness of love
And the glory of youth
cling around it.
It

r

Only a
only a glove, Ted.

a

Acs. there comes. Ted. whenever 1

;

see

that

glove,

vision of music and dancing.
And again, in my mind, the
eyes of
Into mine are tenderly glancing.
A

jellies, clean linen, bed-clothes,

One

and limits?”

of the

City

Swindles.

The

Last week the

following advertisement
“Yes’m,” said Hannah again.
So while 1 tossed and burned, these two appeared in one of the morning papers ol
New York city.
raced about the city gathering up comforts
a plain penman a sal
for me, till the trunk stood
'VITH.LPROLTKK
a;
and
riecl position worth S.'o
packed
▼ ?
per month who wil
ready, when the carriage came to bring reconiponst* the advertiser with $f»o. Address
U. B
my nurse to me, and Susy cried over her
A Sun reporter answered the advertisebaby, and sent me tender messages.
From some abyss of horror, some horri- ment. The next dav lie received the lol—.

a

dove

And 1 clasp once again in this hand of mine
That
^love and the soft hand within it;
And I feel in the wakz,
through the glare and
the shine.
That it throbs like a new-caught linnet.
I I eel
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her ambrosial breath on my cheek,
Like the scent of the linden blossom;
And 1 know that she loves (though lu does

ble rack of delirious agony, I have a faint
memory of being recalled to a dim conciousnessof realities by a low, sweet voice

saying:

“Drink this!"
Something cool and pleasantly bitter
was put to my parched
lips, and over every

lowing:

Dl.AK sjf:
throve House
" 15

Please call at W lileecker street
to-morrow at one o’clock i*. M
(... M Itvwi.is-,.

1 lie reporter called at the Grove House
at the time appointed. Mr Rawlins occupied room 81, and received his visitor
very courteously. He is a
man,

Gormans

as

'Workers.

Ex-Mayor Medill ot Chicago, now in
Europe, is furnishing the Tribune of that
city with most interesting letters, in which

lie avoids the well-worn paths of
European
letter writers, lie does not describe the
cities and towns or lakesand rivers, which
we have become so familiar with
through
the correspondence of Americans to their
home papers, but he gives most
interesting
and valuable facts iu
regard to the social
lite and habits of the people. lie
says:
The Germans are a nation of
systematic,
workers.
steady
Nearly every body labors
as

well

productive employment,

as men.

They

are

women

not last workers

The
I
1

■

Society

of Assassins.

belonging

society, hom the Magistrate down to the
police agent, wore stabbed or
shot in succession by individuals who durcommon

,

NUMBER 18.

_

at some

A

[ L'aris Correspondence ol the London Times.
from 1865 to 1871 in Ravenna. Italy,
thirteen persons,
to all ranks ot

English Agricultural Poor.

[London Correspondence of the New V'orkGraphic.]
The tale of the revolting immorality
which is an enforced condition of the life
of many of the English laborers has never

ing
ing
or

all these six years succeeded in
escapdetection. Several of these murders,

attempts

at

murder,

were

perpetrated

in broad daylight, on the public square of
the town, in front ot the guard-house. Ar
rests were made and suspected persons
were kept for months in
prison, it was
impossible to catch or discover the criminals. Neither the numerous witnesses ol
these bloody scenes, nor the friends and
relationsot the victims, nor even those ol
victims who survived, could or would denounce the
culprits. A like impenetrable
mystery enshrouded the motive ot the
assassins.
the first victim was tlie Chevalier
Monghini, an Ex-Director of the National
Bank, who, while returning home at night,
was stapped with a knife, the
object beiu“
to punish him for the difficulties and obstacles which his refusal to discount bills had
caused to small tradesmen, and which had
for years given him the nickname of “Executioner,'1 etc.
Fuseoni Sebastiano, a
surgeon, was condemned and murdered
lor not less general reasons,
lie was
charged with having said at a time when
was
dear that tile owners could disgrain
pose ol it as advantageously as possible
lor themselves, and that the
people must
suffer hunger to such a point as to lie reduced to eat horses’ litter. Others, like
the Procurators Ce-ars Capper, were assassinated with a view of avenging the
imprisonment an long detention ot sev
end members of tne hand; others, like the
brothers Tassinari, who were members “t

been told.
When some years ago the
Chartist troubles aroused men l.ke Charles
Kingsley to the necessity of bringing the
condition of the poor prominently before
the public in hopes to arouse whatever of
humanity there was in capitalists and the
landed gentry, aristocratic England affected astonishment at the pictures of life disclosed. and then—let the poor go on as
they have always done in England, living
on
“subsistence wages,’’ which too frequently afford not even subsistence. Such
books as “Alton Kocke” are supposed to
have had an effect in attracting attention
to a very dark side of civilized life, but
what have they done to lighten it? Almost nothing. A recent letter to the Times,
signed by Henry Fawcett, shows the utter
hardness and blindness of the farmers
who, because the year's harvest has been
abundant, have reduced the wages of farm
laborers from the pittance of twelve shillings a week to eleven shillings, the excuse
being that bread will be cheaper: and
so the laborers’ hard
earnings must go to tlie Society, as a warning against the in
swell the more than ordinarily large in- discretions t which
their habitual drunk
comes of the farmers.
The hardest being enness
might lead.

young
—nothing like as fast as Americans—but
crept a torpor, a gentle soothing to
about UO years old
There is they are steadier and more
slumber, till all consciousness died in a apparently
persevering.
a slight look of
about
his
dissipation
K,,r years and years our
eyes, They labor more hours per day, and save
deep, profound sleep—I did not know how but otherwise he
1 went to the Indies in mxIy. Ted;
Well,
is
not
>-•
1
unprepossessing, their earnings iu the most careful manner.
tiding about jo,000,000
And—and—Tu>h! it's the brandy-and water. long slept, but I awoke with every sense lie told his
story in the bashful manner An American brick layer will place in a
west lor flour
^ by, when 1 came back she* w:u dead—she clear, and the lever lancies all gone.
This has
natural to an honorable
young man about wall a third greater amount ot bricks in a
1 ooked about me.
was dead;
i.-ml drain upon the
1 was perfectly conState—quite
to make such a bargain tor his services,
And—I married Robinson's daughter.
scious that 1 had lost my reason in a bare
day t um a German brick-layer, but the
tu-iq her agriculture depressed,
lie said:
latter does his work more conscientiously.
and desolate room, where the sun streamed
the State poor,
me
a
”1
and
a
lVe-sh
have
been
light
«Jlist.hand
cigar;
employed tor nearly two The bricks are better laid ; the house is
in through dirty windows, and the barest
believe what we have repeatIt is foolish to keep such a token.
m the office ot a certain railroad
more
W hen The girl who
necessities ot life around me were ot the years
columns over and over again
euduringly built; and the contractor
gave it is sleeping afar
1
am about, to leave that
In a land where the rest is unbroken.
posi- is not constantly endeavoring to “slight”
-a-t iw, years, that Maine is to
1 looked at the win- company.
poorest description
tion to assume a more
advantageous one, bis work, put iu bad materials, make a
dows shaded by dark-green paper, and soft
1
'-s ot
ear- to come, excelwith m\ brother, who keeps a
large dry bill ot extras, and cheat the owner at
■■ •'
muslin curtains ; at the floor scrubbed and
is
-ut-h as stie enjoyed
An Angel Unaware.
house in Kansas City. The mansweet smelling; at the bed-linen, white, goods
every step and turn. Cheating, swindling,
,s
1 he successes ot the
ol the office has made no
lake my advice.” said Uncle Israel to clean and cool; at a little table beside nte ager
arrange- and deception have not yet been reduced
iu»e
broad acreage
ments in till my
nit* when I told him
place, and i think a man to a line art. and are not universally
"
-\t *ip
pretty Susy Hoyt had with a snowy cloth, upon which lay great with the
md it eveng
necessary qualifications can se- practiced in Germany. The old national on Cod’s earth is that same
consented to be my wife—‘take mv advice, white grapes, luscious
in
to- will this fail
tannoranges, tamarinds cure it
i-asi
year, wnen all hope ot ih-lceting
by applying in time. 1 received habits of integrity and honesty still endure, er ; himself and his are all English
and 1 speak from experience.
he cares for, the assassin hail been
Taking it in goblets ol water Then 1 feebly turned SS’O a month,
Vtv at least two
a man
and
successor
wili
and
and
my
exhibit
but
problittle decay under the cor- and he will grind the laces of the poor named Giovanni Restaabandoned,
down, I've had a fair share of mat- my head to see, standing beside me. with
up
waited on the
tlie
same.
such
a
Now.
ably
get
rimonial
position rupting influences ot modern tenmtations. with a recklessness of all human consid- !
>
happiness, but the majority of the anxious tenderness in her soft blue eyes, in those hard
in Maine
1'wu
-luge destruction at Pistols, and divulge!
times ought to be worth $.Y> !
-* be
differ ences ot opinion between your aunt my mother-in-law
a
1
w
boys in Germany, after passing erations almost impossible to conceive.
.oou acres
their names and
\\ e
It' pasturing on high g'ound, about the
to a man, aim it
will
including
on
and myself 1 attribute entirely to the in
you
promise
^ ou must not talk,' she said very
youi their school-age, are not turned loose by
1
Vnd the result is such as is shocking to the smallest detailsorganization,
bushed
i in* acre can be re- middle of the
of their procedure dur
gent- word ol honor to
the cattle leave the fluency
me
that
day.
sum
after
their parents to shift tor themselves, anil human nature. Recent
pay
and
her
interference
of
soft
little
mother-inhand
in
ly,
i.,
my
and
l'hat will give a hills and
my
falling upon
investigations
mg
have gained the place, 1 will tell
subsequently to each assassin;!
go to the bottom for water. law
you live by their wits or their crimes. If not the hop-growing district by Earnham— tion. Ho was the brother ot'
I"'
By the way, who is Mrs. Hoyt? t forehead like a snowflake, “but tn to keep you
•ushels
five-sixths About four o'clock they go back to
one of the
where the office is, and introduce you to retained on the
graze don't remember
and
this
is
a
All
ss
(arm
until
of
her.”
softened
well
at
a
home.
I
’
a"
a !u ie
hear
parental
very
quiet.
picture—show
hearing you speak
they
criminals, and the confidant of in t
;
iii
the high ground^, on the rich gramma
the manager. 1 have no influence what- arrive at the
population.
■‘She
state
soldier's
of
ceased
to
be
from
of
-to
morals
which
the
Mrs.
decorous
when
.She
Times
•.
is
years,
n
well
Hoyt
tSusy every day.
age
Susy
them, and lie remained to the 1 t on the
getting
ig. we 1.• j>< and expect to see and bunchfgrasses. Here they remain unever with him.
All 1 can do is to sell my
was
are
bound
five
out
as
will
never
•'
and
and
is
belore
the
son
in
for
live
became
Mrs.
Gardfast,
they
in
all
old,
its
years
health
best terms with the twentv-tbrec per
a p
your
apprentices
put
public
i:i the year 1870 til
splendid
sii: r n
nightfall, when they lie down on the iner. Hoyt, as far as I can learn, left her
knowledge ot the vacancy, payment to be or six years, to learn a trade. Hundreds revolting forms. Hop-picking is a health- he
“My son ?”
i .pe wt-see Maine
denounced, the reason in- assigned t
prodiie- warm, sandy soil, and sleep until mornmade only in case you are.
to till ol thousands of German
ltd
but
engaged
sort
ot
"-Now
1
are
in
Susie.
have
thus
the
Gardiner
left
her
a
a\
work, and,
iireai! ami to spare.
nothing
boys
given you a pleasant it
proper sea- his disclosure being that in- wished t-i
ing.
bound
out
to
lawsuit.”
son,
attracts
men
to
dream
master-workmen.
1!
and
:hev
women
from
towns sipate the
ip
thought
upon, try to sleep again.
.that an effect this rev.uspieiou that hi-, onlv-. u.
inc reporter
The little family herds ol four, six,
agreed to pay Mr. Raw- wish to become merchants or banket v
“Oh ! a widow again !”
But first take a drink of beef tea. It should
-ironi tailoring on starvation
'.'i tmwages and have had a murderer tor tin lathe
prosperity of this eight and ten, stick close
lins $50 as soon as he had
him
and
must
serve
engaged
an
it
p
together,
they
“Yes; and. Uncle Israel, she is not one taste of home, for I brought the condensed
It appears from his stnteinn
Unit have been
apprenticeship as sowing where is difficult to tell which is
b
seem to have interests in common, debit like the traditional mother-in-law Slic- beef in cans from your Uncle Israel’s store. sell to the “certain railroad company.1’
clerks, if they desire to enter the prot'e-- less material, the sewing-woman or her
p
IVc•;
.laliv for the last
which Inllowcc tba
t me
investigation
1‘R is too late to find the
in
each
and
cones
sions
or
other,
a
manager
the Civil Service, they must go shado w thrown on the floor by a sputterlittle morsel of a blue-eyed woman, He sent the grapes and oranges, and a lot
exhibiting
W
a
; remain most fending
years ago a society was formed, iirig
the office to-day,” said O. B. Rawlins;
siderable signs of concern and affection if as
of good things, you shall have by ami by.’’
How
through a thorough college-course of in
str.
ing (allow caudle—to the country.
gentle and sweet as Susy herself.”
.ted among our
numbering no m< re than tweh
“hut il you will meet me here in the mornone of their number gets lost or falls into
••But you ?" 1 said wonderingstiil, ••are
struction, and stand their exnminali- n. they live there may be seen by any one which alter fnrnial ciiusultatt m,
'■•Atn
i ..
“They all are. Butter would scarcely
.ve millions of
we
will
and
see
him
ing
trouble.
In
go
before they can commence the studv of who
ares to read the facts.
traveling back and forth to melt in the mouth of Mrs. Bond before I you not afraid of the lever?"
ur larmers in
i " e a
Annually sentences ot death, which wen
easy water
T he next morning the sun
reporter was law, medicine, or theology, or obtain a three or four thousand “hoppers” go out executed*
•I have taken all prudent precaution-,"
they march in single file, and fol- married her daughter Julia, and—well,
r i>a
.instances, and will
timidly, lint aitenvar
and
llis
friend
O.
B.
low the same path, like the butfalo, wear- you have heard her discourse.”
ready bright
early,
commission in the army or a clerkship it: to the 1 acuham district, bringing their boldness, derived troni a sense «.f
was the reply, “and
my fear was not so Mr. Rawlins was
strengthen and improve
impm.i:
and the two a
ruts into the earth. The cattle
ready
I
had.
as
habit:.ing
Cold
bureau
or
and
deep
chilis
of
love
oldm
for
children
of
son.’’
cilice.
both
sexes
1
government
Pistols
my
and guns were sometime- .-out agricultural
apprehension crept strong
my
municipal
walked down Broadway to Courtlandt St. How
Thank you, mother
frequently go four or five miles to water, over me as I imagined Mrs. Gardiner asI whispered, and
many American boys learn trades with them—the latter tu pick and the but
knives, which were depand, having slaked their thirst, nearlv al- sailing me in like fashion. Under the I saw through my own misty eyes, her lips Un the way Mr. Rawlins explained that nowadays? How many put in a faithful Iormt r to sprawl about and take care of in a usually
chest .11 the room where tlu-v m>
the “certain railroad" was the Pennsylof
four
or
themselves
ways return to the place from which they strength of my uncle’s mother-in-law, 1 quiver, as i calied her by that name for
live
while
and
their
elders
Flesa Diet tor Poultry.
are
at
apprenticeship
work. and were spoken ot by member- 1years,
vania, and that the manager’s name was come out skilful
started out.
went at. once and secured a lieusc- at the the first time.
mechanics, lit to be in- Viter work is over these people are penned When the Biancotii had to
v. ;,
t
Mr Bond—“a splendid fellow to work
r
t of tlic Itich-j,
trusted
with
tools?
m
f
an
f
And
of
toll
barns
Xot mure than two-thirds ol the men very extremity
the city suburbs—a gem
which at night are packed band to decide on the late of
great,
you how she nursed me back under.”
why have Ameri••uds uat paper an account
can
of
a
almost
to
with
with
ceased
a whole city between its
health, humoringnn fancies, yet guardto learn trades,J
who try stock-raising on the Tlains sucmen, women and children, who cook victim, the
boys
cottage,
expression tli■ \ used weWhile crossing West street Rawlins The reason is said to
yards near Paris, ceed. \\ ith one it is bad luck ; another’s white gale and my mother-in-law elect's ing against all hurtful indulgences? All
be that they no and eat their slight meals therein—when tiiat
1
they were "going t-- suiiiun 1 t
exclaimed
“There
he
is
ire kept princinow
suddenly
the cheery letters busy wrote, she read to
stuck is stolen; another is lazy; another residence.
longer consider it “respectable" or gen- they cook any thing, lor generally their masters."
■■■
:A'd trom which we conjust coining out of the office, I’m sorry lor teel' to labor at productive
1 saw her gentle lip quiver when 1 told me, ai d answered for me, till
drinks; and a filth gambles uif not only
employment only It tod is breaol and cheese—and then
Borne, at least, ot these assassins wen
my own that, as lie seems to be in a
and
I’d
nterest
hurry,
for a lit mg I But the young German has fall asleep—those who choose to do so. tar from
the profits, but sometimes the whole herd. her where we were to live, and there was weak lingers could guide a pencil, hi her
like
being tin most degraded "1 men
tins
i-i Arts .Kiurnal states that
business
settled
so
that
1
could
no such lal.se and pernicious notions or
W hen the moonlight is shining down 1
A man, to raise stock, must be not onlv a pitiful tone in her low voice when she thoughtful affection, she had packed in the
hey were nut devoid of patriotism, ami
start for Kansas City to-night.”
a thrive best on a
pure sober, but industrious; and, when the said, “it. is very far from here:” but she wonderful trunk light reading to beguile
feelings; and consequently the cities of upon the debts these barns become the went through the campaign ot lsi.n in :1m
Plie
looked at the man pointed
tat in
tlit- contrary, a storms
come, he must be
Germany are not overrun with young scenes of orgies which it would require Tyrol with credit, or like Cavalcoli C.i
brave, a;ut made no other remonstrance, and 1 hard- the hours of convalescense. When 1 could out as reporter
Mi.
Bond,
t
lie
is
tall
matter has
and
fine
men in search of
great ad- keep his cattle together, and feed them, ened my heart, and furnished it. Directly sit up, she exerted her ingenuity to keep
“genteel employment,'' Lite pen t.f an old debauched Roman poet vanni responded in lBtiT to Garibaldi's up
with
a
blond
ttart
this suggestion, even at the risk of his life. In
moustache, such as clerkship it, dry goods stores, to describe
long,
litis is not the case in all peal, and fell
time of opposite was a handsome residence, with me front feeling lonesome, and would talk looking,
bravely at tin; capture -t
about
;i.!>
tie extremity of the
and, seemingly,
years old.
wide grounds, a lovely country mansion, unweariedly of that wonderful
or danger, the herder must never
(which, in this slow country, are left w places, for in some of these barns only Monte Rotondo. Another eharacti-ristm
peril
two-days’
O.
B.
Mr.
Rawlins
hurried up to him and the
per** n commenced let go his
within
and
married
with
to
and
it
distance
ot
blue
a
obtain
children
are
he
as
who,
the
for
of
herd is
summer
does,
easy
women,)
people
baby,
failing
allowed, trait was tlie kind of publicity they gave
grip;
my business,
eyes
patch
up
*
a.
lie, vide, on the outwhich I longed, but 1 waited for fortune's skies, and a mouth like a cleit rosebud. said a few words. Mr. Bond snook his it, rapidly degenerate into confidence- but me difference this makes is not always to their acts. Not satisfied
ruined, and the labor ol years lost.
wit 11 executing
lie production of
poultry
wheel to give a turn in my favor to pur- Susy’s letters were a great comfort, and head, then seemed to relent, and looked at men. gamblers, bummers, and dissipated very perceptible. Here children grow their victims by
in the presence
j
Ids watch
daylight
“O. B.” beckoned to the re- loafers of
e'st.
H ere are at present
chase it.
anti
inured
lo
\
as
ice
well as poverty, and are of numerous witnesses,
| answering them, giving humorous ac- 1
every stripe
degree
they apprised
porter. who modestly and nervously apTo Make Cider.
If American society is to be reformed, corrupted bell ire
h'ppophagousfarms.which
After we were married and settled in i count.- ol our wretched accommodations.
they art- even mature. them ot their sentence bv aiioiivuu-uThe introduction over Mr. and the
u t able portion of the fowls
proached.
What off t thi^ will have on English letters, or
wave ol dishours.
present
occupied
frightful
our
many
little
their
doom
with sm 1
all
the
Tick
and
1
those
not
would j
placarded
cozy
Bond said
apples, rejecting
da
cottage, Susy
apttal of France. The
But the day came at Iasi when the doe- !
honesty sweeping over the land is to be morals is a question the statesmen will inscriptions as A furnished room to Id
often sit upon the porch and talk about the i
“I have not engaged
to
iill
"••]., provided the crea- sound, wash them clean, and afterwards
anybody
stayed, one ol the essential things to be soon have to think about very seriously. Many persons, including some ot thu -•
let them lie and get dry. Grind and press happiness of living in the house 1 coveted. ; tor said I might start lor home without Rawlins place
yet. But 1 have no time done is to teaeli the rising generation that At present the life led at the
kep; too ring on an exeiufear of carrying the contagion with me.
and which was for sale,
hop-pickings wiiose lives were attempted, recognized
to talk to you
though rented and I
now—unless
in
liich case la*', Iie- them, using no water, straw or any subaiter[an
we destroyed
working with the hands in productive oc- is so revolting that the pen refuses to the assasins repeatedly, hut whenever an\
every article that
stance that will give the cider an unpleas- occupied. Sometimes Mrs. Gardiner would I Carefully
will
walk
1 ami to tally blind.
with
me
|
along
up cupations are “genteel employments;" describe it.
could endanger our dear ones', and started thougkt you
ot the latter hajipened to lie
ant taste, as on the purity and cleanliness come over to spend the day, and Susv |
j the street.”
•
among tho'■•at*
it
that clerkships in shops and stores are
enterprising imli- of the
takeu into custody by the pi.lice, nobodv
would tell her u! our castles in the air, for Memphis with the pleasing eertainfv. i
> >1 course
the
of
the
the
walked
apples
depends
quality
reporter
j
wodu h's work, as much as
along.
Tha
Wit
ami
improvements in cider. Strain the
Wisdom
of
no accident
Josh
Hilwe could travel !
that,
sewing
ventured
to
knitting,
befalling,
give evidence against them,
Ills inullifications fora railroad o'erk, as
*
through a woolen when my cotton speculation made us rich
and cooking; and that it ;s ungenerous
and reach home before my ,
lings.
iisin^ poultry f'his new or other close bag.juice
and complaisant persons wero found t
I was
■'
rehearsed bv himself, seemed to strike the and
doing a small business at that time, by easy Stages,
put into clean barrels,
u(ties titty acres ot land,
for
the
male
sex
to
crowd
month
of his
unmanly
establish, an alibi, such was the ten- r
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keep pace
Edinburg is not so festive as it might ho. dred who can't, according to his own judg- shall; “I can make 50, and l can find
inscribed as follows :
e rain to
pass through a con- with the operations of the outrage factory. scene L have heard described so often 1 The other day, after a meeting of a cerHowever, there is one comfort, liis mother- ment, edit any newspaper in the country 100.” “Well, try it, and let me know,”
can
ic o
it
here
as if I had seen and heard
ices- of soil before it
To
put
tain
runs
famous women’s club in New York,
In goes the mangy cur oi a rumor and out
in-law' can’t stay with him forever, which better than it is edited, no matter in what
e
major tiiomas o. .tones.
all.
white
and
weak
in
her
tici i«-i»• c
causes less loss of
own
lay
replied Breckinridge. Shortly after they
Susy
the
nutri- comes a sleek, sausage-like tact.
ladies amused themselves comparing
will at least take from him the temptation maimer or by whom.
The * trator on Confederate Memorial ho
met again.
“Well, Bob,” said Marshall,
room, with our first born iti her arms, not
than is occasioned by rain
their
see which wore the handto follow flic Romanoff example and put
garters,^to
1S74;
April,
“what about thoseThings—the parables?
two days old, when a telegram came to
loes in undrained lands,
somest. for garters of
from
In
a
there
is
to
said
Brittany
a
little
cold
into
the
old
teaprevail
extravagant expense
pizen
lady's
I have tried my best, and I can’t make
'The doctor at Vaughan Station had have
tint streams and rivers
A Northern woman, widowed and bereft
curious matrimonial custom. On certain
Kvery morning is a sort of resurrection. her.
lately come into fashion, and several
pot.
of her two sons by the War,
i the valuable nutritive matter that At
one; 1 have looked everywhere, and 1
night we lay us down to sleep, strip- found my address in my note-book and ol these club members wear theirs clasped
the
red
in
ladies
J'l’lc days
appear
As a token of Iter appreciation of the
young
can’t find one.
What does it all mean
1
n on in Is on the surface.
with gold and precious stones. The
ped of our garments, as our souls will be telegraphed my condition.
An erring husband, who had exhausted petticoats, with white or
jewyellow borders
Soldierly words, spoken in kindness of
it up.” “You see,” replied Breckinof their bodily
•‘Oh,” sobbed Susy, “he will die there ellers are all
when we come to
all
for late hours, and had around them. The number denotes the give
array
Dead.
new
The
Northern
explanations
introducing
designs
A c. in espondeut ol the I'loughtuan
ridge, “why 1 don’t preach in parables. I
says die: but the morning wakes us, and if if all alone, and will never know, mother, for garter clasps that promise
no apology ready, recently
slipped into portion the father is willing to give his can’t
shortly at
do tluit."
that he has had almost perfect success in be a Sabbath
cost as much as the bracelets that fashion
"Dear (ieorge, how sweet and wavy that the house about one o'clock very softly,
morning we do not put on what you have done for him.”
white
band, representing
daughter. Eaeli
“He shall not die alone,” Mrs. (iardiner has discarded. A
wheat
uruig the black knot on plum trees by our work day clothes, but find our Sabbath
is!”
a
fair
himself
and
denuded
exclaimed
hundred
and
one
francs
of
young lady,
began rocking silver, betokens
gently
charming woman
figging around tiie roots ot the tree and dress ready at hand; even thus shall we said, resolutely. “He shall have a good singer in society is said to wear a pair of looking languidly from a car-window. the cradle by the bedside as if lie had rent; and each yellow band denotes gold,
The utmost we can hope tor in the world,
apply ing about a bushel of wood ashes he satisfied when we wake up in our nurse and a loving one, as fast as steam garters that cost $500.
“Yres, love, how beautiful!” says dear been awakened out of a sound sleep by in- and stands for a thousand francs a year. is contentment; if we aim at anything
The disease is in the sap, and the Master’s likeness no more to put on the can carry her. Eh, Hannah?”
> early
cries.
He
oil
his
fantile
rocked
intent,
George, more
insinuating
away lor five Thus, a young farmer, wiio sees a face higher, we shall meet with nothing but
trees thrive best on lands that contain all
soiled garment of earth, but to iiud it
It is sad, very sad, fearfully, horribly, arm around a twenty-four-bone corset, minutes, when Mary Jane, who had silent- that
“Yes'm,” said Hannah, “you make your
pleases him, has only to glance at the grief and disappointment. A man should
the elements ol
ma’am.
I’ll
transformed
into
do
a
Sabbath
mind
sad
in
but
which
“howr
decomposition,
easy,
like
a
observed
the
robe,
my duty.”
dweam !” ly
nevertheless a tact.
like a—a—how
whole manoeuvre, said, trimmings oi the petticoats to learn in an direct all his studies and endoavors to
vegetable
;
disgustingly'
and these elements are best and most we shall be beautiful and fair, even as
“There is no train till night. Can we We are ‘busted,’ squelched, scooped! “How like oats! retorted a disgusted “Come to bed, you fool,
you ! the baby instant what amount accompanies the making himself easy now and hippy here
Jesus our Lord Himself [Spurgeon.
cheaply supplied by ashes.
ain’t there
pack a trunk of invalid comforts, Hannah scooped ! seooppd ! [Ohio Radical Paper.
wearer
Granger; “them’s oats, young man !”
alter
-at. or
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For the

ami running Uadi}- came in abreast with Fiske,
but was set back to 4th position. Buchanan 2d,
Jacket.Sd, Kock 5th. Time 2.41 1-4.
3d heat.

Republican Journal,

The

Launch.

BY SARAH F. MEADEK.

stalwart woodsman felled the forest tree.
Hie builder laid her keel, with nicest care,
With girded beam ami ponderous oaken knee,
With i lank, and treenail, raised the structure
fair.
Through summer's heat, and early autumn’s
cool
The axe resounded, and the htmmer rang;
The ch ar brain planned : the brown hand plied
the tool:
The muster praised: the willing toiler sang.
1 In'

stands at

Fresh fro;a the builder’s hand she

length.
Airy ami graceful, yet

Fiske pole. After considerable scoring got
the word go. All broke badly and Ayer getting
his feet took the pole and heat, Fiske coming in

2d, Rock 3d, Jacket 4th and Buchanan 5th.
Time 2.39 1-4.

|

4th heat.
It being so late after the third heat was
trotted, the Judges postponed the remainder of
the race till Thursday morning at 9 o’clock.
Ayer had the pole. It was a long time before

The Hand of the Administration in
Alabama.

they got a send off, but when they did, Ayer
The people of Alabama are undergoing
shot ahead, like butter off a hot knife, and made
a rather unpleasant experience
just now,
the
in
under
a
her mile without
skip, coming
but they should possess their souls in pawire in 2.35. Kock gained one position coming
in 2d, Buchanan 3d, Jacket 4th. Fiske behaved tience, as they will doubtless be allowed
badly, making some fearful breaks, and came in to enjoy their ordinary repose after the
fh« axe ring- louder, faster, than before;
Time 2.35.
astern.
election is over. The United States mart he strong arms, sweep: the heayv blocks are
5th heat.
shals are too busy creating a reign ol terrent:
Aver had the pole and it was evident lie
The wavelets reach to drag her from the shore;
ror to allow of much comfort among demot he last command troin keel to deck is sent.
meant to keep it and quite as evident that Kock
cratic voters. They commonly choose the
And now aloft, is stayed the restless tread.
to
if
meant
he could. Aver shot ahead at
get it
The “dog shore” drawn—the ponderous craft is
first and Rock crawled up on him till on the night for their visits to suspected parties,
free.
home stretch. Ayer’s driver seeing Rock meant it would seem, and succeed in getting up
The far-otf forest bows her conquered head.
And sends this tribute to a tameless sea.
business, strained every nerve and brought him very dramatic effects out of exceedingly

staunch and stout,
A pomfrau* union of repose and strength.
Her mast.-arc set. and starry flags flung out.
Upon the shore the impatient thousands wait,
While axe and arm their steady rhythm keep,
And hundred's walk her snowy decks, elate,
Vo speed her advent on the flowing deep.

-tarts! now breathless stand the expectant
crowd.
And. every heart beats wild, with hope and fear;
\
-weils the joyful murmur, long and loud,
\n i e\ery lace illumes with radiant cheer.
k
Look ! -lie’s quivering in every beam.
N-'u -wiftiy dow n the
slippery ways she glides.
With one expectant bound upon the stream.
1 iinuphant toward the further shore she rides.

to the stand under the whip, winning the heat
and race. Rock 2d. Buchanan 3d. Jacket 4th,

H nah! Hurrah! comes from the crowded
shore:
\iid lrom her deck* an answering, hurrah!
itt in th. stream; our doubts and fears are
o’er;
iVrlVct—from shapclv bull, to slenderest spar.
I la waters placidly embrace her keel,
l In' sunlight lovingly enfolds her form.
I m bree/rs. from the glowing hill sides, steal
I
ia r. old Autumn's blessing, rich and warm.

2—2—5—3—3.
Buchanan,
Ayer winning the first money, Fiske second,

Fiske 5th.

Time 2.30 1-4.

1’. Kock.

Aver,

J. 'Fiske,
K. Jacket.

3—3—4—4—4.

Buchanan third.

d, 1871.
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WILLIAM II. SIMPSON.

golden

power
and -hipwreck

on

tlie distant main.

t when the might y storm comes, and the gale
tk*■ :ingr\ di moil howls lound spar and mast,
W ith siii v rriiig timbers and with shortened sail.
You inert, and bow before the furious blast.
Wht'ii thunder peal resound to roaring wave
And laden skies send forth the lightning flash:

Y
!

A'lien leaning billows show a yawning grave,
And maddening breakers on the lee-shore dash.

•"ail fearless on! Hod's care is round thee still,
lake some proud courser, lift tliv noble form,
breast the wild ocean with a dauntless will
And ride a conqueror o'er wave and storm.
vaii on: >nii on ! the stern-browed man ol‘trade,
"ball "peed thy mission t»Yr the trackless main.
And anvioii" prayer- of lonely wife and maid
l ike bean ii tires shall light thee home again.
!'•• ifas!. »ct. 2bth. 1S74.
The

Races.

\W'ln«‘- l.i\ afternoon occurred the two trots
incntiom-d in our last number, the one for the
(.rand >vveep<take< of $300, and the other for
that had never beaten 2.42. There had
•'■cii a little rain early in tiro morning, but the
w eather was pleasant in the afternoon and the
truck in very good condition, though a trifle
h

»r-es

large crowd assembled to witness
the ra. es, and the grounds presented a lively
appearanThe City Guards in their new
uniform, w ith 111• Belfast Band at their head,
wen- at tin
Tal k, and the former helped to
keep tin. crowd trom the track, and preserve

heavy.

A

order, while the Band enlivened the occasion
with their music.
There \\ ;t a -light misunderstanding at the
beginning of the trot, between some of the
drivers of the horses and the Judges, with regard to the proper entry of certain horses.
From the Secretary we learn that the entries
C
the race adv ertised, were not tilled at th?
time the books closed: that the Trustees then
de. ided to open the books anew which they
did.aid that up to the time of trotting any horse
had

a right to enter, providing he was eligible
the race. This fact was not clearly under•*!•.»>.»d bv the Judges, and caused u little feeling,
ti.at .>o far as the (Judges were eoncer* ed was
uuiutentionai on their part. The Judges were

fur

( haides Baker and W. W. Castle, of this
mi.! David Winslow of Pittsfield. Your
race,
reporter wa- in the stand during all the
•.ml he feels confident that their rulme® were
TA'.r AP.v£F,:v/
-.^Vuey moored under
i^great disadvantage, as tlie races were not ad-. ••rtis. d to come otf according to the rules of
<

apt.

itv.
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Victory Alone

Whole Line.

the

ll lias come at last. Though long years
it has been watched and waited and
prayed for. The name of Democrat has
been made a by-word and
reproach, by
those whose insolent abuse of power has
sought to crush out its name and principles. A faithful lew have have kept alive
its watch-tires, its traditions and its laitli.
And lo, to-day, the lightnings burden the
wires with the news of its triumphs, and
its star of victory -‘flames in the forehead
of the morning sky
Of the twenty-tour states that held their

elections

on

♦*!». ♦V.of

all

Tuesday,
r».w* 1 »cv.

hut one is

icponed,

--o«--S

joined the Democratic column,

save

one.

place

to a Democrat.

ter than to carry

a

That ot itself is betstate. Such men as

Thompson, Tarbox, Banks, Warren, Chap-

the Montgomery

number ol

Advertiser contains three or four incidents

illustrative of the style in which the principles of the Declaration of Right arc observed in the south.

One affidavit details

in mournful terms the case of a negro messenger who was

some

of the horses

entering

favorable that the physician was sent for
in accordance with his directions. The
negro met a squad of federal soldiers as
he drew near the town, and they took him

otf

as a

miles.

distance of twenty-live
The affiant tries to make it appear

guide

a

ly

hazardous

by

case was

the

delay

made extremein notifying the

doctor, but that is stretching the matter
too far into the region ot consequential
damages. The real point at issue is not
in anyway affected by tile patient's
ery.
Another case is still
related under oath by

recov-

curious. It is
colored lad bearing the euphonious name of Beauregard
Sledge, and the son of old Sledge in all
more

a

probability. On a certain Wednesday
night the bold Beauregard was awakened
by the barking ot the dogs and was ordered by his mistress to go and see what
the dogs were barking at. lie opened the
door and asked who was there, probably

expecting

to be snatched away by some
every moment. From behind

evil spirit
the trees came the not very assuring
answer, “Friends of friends,” and Beauregard saw advancing toward him a soldier
with a leveled musket. Several others
stepped forward at the same time and be-

V.d heat.

’ros? 3. Dick b, Dirigo 7. Time 2.471-2.
4tii heat.
Quaker pole, which he lost, Farmer taking

Lady •!.

<

the lead and winning the heat. Dick 2, Queen
behind and coming in 5, Cross 3, Quaker

falling

Dirigo
Lady did

4.

b.
not

scoring up the driver of Am.
hear the word, and did not go

In

of darkness coming on the
balance of the race was postponed till the next
morning at b. Time 2.40.

round.

On account

5TH HEAT.
Farmer pole, which he held and came in the
winner of the heat.
Queen 2. Quaker 3, A,
Lady I. Dick 5. Cross fi. Dirigo 7. Time 2.451-4.

gan to beat

tatoo

a

on

the front door

<;tii heat.

pole, which he held, winning the heat
Queen did some very handsome
trotting and came in hut a length behind,
Quaker coining in 2, Queen 3, Lady 4. Cross 0,
Dirigo 0, Dick 7. Time 2.45.
1-

and

inner

race.

SUMMARY.

2—1—2—5—2—3.
7—«!—5—3—<;—5.
1—2—4—0—t—1.
4—7—7—(i—7—ti.
3—4—3—1—l—l.
0—3—ti—2—5—7.
5—5—1—4—3—2.

Queen.
Lady Cross,
Lady,

Amr.

Dirigo.

Farmer,
Dick,
Quaker,
Farmer winning the lirst money, Queen

sec-

ond and Quaker third.
In the Grand Sweepstake race for the purse
of $300. live horses were entered. $150 to lirst.
$100 to second, $50 to third. Mile heats, best
3 in 5.
A. M. Brackett. Pittsfield, named !>. g. Plymouth Hock.
d. S. Ayer, Palermo, named h. g. Ayer.
O. Fitzgerald, Dexter,'named g. g. Jim Fiske.
C. Burkett, Union, named b. s. Bed Jaekett.
Mathews & Flynn, Searsport, named b. s.

Young Buchanan.
1st heat.
Bock pole, Bed Jacket 2d, Ayer 3d, Fiske
4th, and Buchanan 5th. All broke badly, and
Fiske getting the lead kept the pole and took
the heat. Buchanan coming in second, while
Boek fell behind and came in last. Bed Jacket
3d, and Ayer 4th. Time 2.40.
2u HEAT.
Fiske

pole—which

he held; Ayer

coming

up

before its enactment; that after ten
years of prohibition, in the single year i860
to
the report of the Chief Constable,
according
#1,500,000 worth of liquors were brought into
the State; that the State itself becomes a
trafficker in the very article to which it refuses
legal protection; that out of 542 towns and
cities in tiie State not more than an average of
100 obtain their liquors of the Agency, which
sold only #90,152 24 worth in 1800, against the
$1,500,000 sold illegally; and that insanity has
been increased nearly four-fold in a very few
years in consequence of the growing evil of
intemperance:—when facts so convincing as
these are produced as the fruit and outcome of
prohibition, with what regard for the public
security and the public good can the citizens of
Massachusetts be asked to vote for a luw whose
immediate removal from the statute hook should
be the universal determination!'

over

P.en Butler's district.

—An

ex-deputy

sheriff oi Cumberland

county is under arrest for peddling rum.
Ilis name is Sullivan, and he is
truly

loyal.
—A Maine paper says that Republican officeholders in that State are generally temperance
men.
[Boston Herald.

by ringing

a church bell in Frankthe Fourth of July, has been released, the case having been nol pressed.

fort

on

Democratic Victory!
THE RADICAL APPLE-CART UPSET !

accomplish Massachusetts Washed in Jordan!

to

glass

the house.

damaging

In order that the matter may lie

He

GastoniElected Governor with Seven
Democrats to Congress !

fully Ben.
Butler's Hide

the Fence !

on

The Jurors for said state upon tlieii- oaths

present., that Wilmot Curtis,

of

Frankfort,

in

said county of Waldo, on the fourth day of
July, in the year of our Lord on*? thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four, at Frankfort
aforesaid, in the county of Waldo, aforesaid,
with force and arms, was a disturber and breaker of the public peace, and then and there
contriving and intending to disturb the peace
of said State, did in a public place in said town,
to wit, in the belfry of a certain church, situate
upon a public place in said town, make a loud
noise by ringing a large bell for a long space of
time, to wit, for the space of one hour, to the
great damage and common nuisance of all the
citizens of said state there inhabiting, being
and residing, and against the pear^e of said

Next Congressional House
Democratic l

A

Procession of Redeem-

Long

ed States!

state.

go
hold tin; young man to account for
offence of which he was not accused,

disappearing around

the corner ot the
house, and the ball happily lodged in the
said corner, where the curious Beauregard
tins ir.,ns.,f.,;nil
found <t next’morning,
took place on a clear moonlight night, but
even if it had been dark the story would

have been fully as minute perhaps, as this
class of witnesses are as much at home in

midnight obscurity

as

the cats.

Other affidavits detail the proceedings
of the soldiers after the flight ot BeaureMrs. C. W. Clary describes how she had to get up to save the
doors and admit the visitors before she

gard Sledge.

A

night.

It is to be

hoped

that these

are

not lair

specimens ol the stylo'in which
the enforcement act is carried out.
Mr. George J. Varney of Bath is writing a
lecture on the ‘‘Humors of the Aroostook War.”
| Bangor Commercial.

Our neighbor should state particularly
which of the Aroostook wars is meant.
The first one was when the hot resentment
of Maine took arms on the
boundary question to oppose all the armies and fleets of
Great Britain, and of which conflict a few
veterans still linger
among us. There is

telling

what

we

might

have done had

not Gen. Scott conic and held us

coat-tails.

by

the

an

if

lie had been indicted tor an offence that
lie really did commit, we should not have
been led astray, to tiic injury of the feelof

ings

Our
'•It

Frankfort friends.

our

correspondent

further says—

me

patriotic request
Not at all. The lire cracker is an invention of the Heathen Chinee, aided by the
devil, it is used at pagan festivities, to

purn before idols, and is therefore unfit to
salute the Goddess oi Liberty, Yankee
Doodle, or any other Christian gentleman.
Its unrestricted use is forbidden by statute.
It burned the city of Portland on a recent
Fourth of July, and on every anniversary
thereof devours several towns or cities.
N o—we had rather stuff cotton in our ears

lay awake all night listening to the bells,

or

than to endure Die diabolical fire cracker
for an hour.
The

Beecher-Tilton

has

ease

been

before the courts at Brooklyn, on
tlie order to show cause, granted a lew
days ago. Mr. Beecher’s counsel are en-

brought

to make Tilton

singly, but

tallions.

astonished at the

Democrats

magnitude
cals

below the details'

as

in ba-

while the radi-

victory,

astounded and overwhelmed.

are

give

of the

are

We

received,

GASTON’S ELECTION CONCEDED.
Returns from 203 towns, give
Talbot, 58,778; Gaston, 55,818. Same
towns last year gave Washburn, 43,652;
Gaston, 34,368. These figures do not include the vote iu Boston. The last returns of this city are Talbot, 10,460; Gaston, 16,400. Mr. Gaston leads on these returns about 3,000 and on all sides his election is conceded with a probable majority
of trom 500 to 800.
II i*. m.

THE JUBILANT DEMOCRATS

Later returns do not change results as
foreshadowed in the earlier reports. The
cities of Lynn and Salem are in a blaze ol
excitement with bon-tires, bells ringing,
tiring of guns, and streets thronged with
crowds of people, cheering and otherwise
expressing their joy. In Boston crowds
have dispersed satiated with election news
and astonished at the result.
LATEST ESTIMATES.

THE

Boston, Nov. 3—2

a. m.
A full return
will be very late. Some small towns are
yet to hear from, but it is considered their
vote cannot possibly' affect Gaston’s maGaston is in
jority of at least 3,000.
town and was publicly congratulated to-

night.

In the Congressional Districts tho lollowiug may be accepted as positive; 1st.
casions on which the alleged adultery was Buffington, Rep., elected by a large maj.;
ILl, Harris, Rep., elected by full maj.;
committed. (July one date, it is
alleged, 3d, Pierce, Rep., by reduced majority ; the
has been given tip;;
The design ol 4th district very close, Frost securing elec-

particulars, showing

i'ceciier is,

Ht

be

a

bill

of course, to learn what

m,

testimony

produce

the different oc-

owe.

i.•

ami so

It
day
prepared
several different dates are given he may
be aide to prove an alibi in regard to some
of them. It would seem as it the motion
for it on the

of trial.

of Beecher’s counsel hardly came, nevertheless, within tiie provisions of the New
York code regarding a bill of particulars.
The section which covers the matter was

tion bv 30 minority,; 5th district. Banks,
• ■111., J.uw
majority um m.-auri, Tlioimison, Dem, beat Butler by at least 1,500;

7th district, Tarbox, Dem. elected by
1000 to 1500; 8th district, Warren, Demi,
elected by a large majority; 9th district,
Hoar, Rep., elected by 377 majority; 10th
district, Seele, Ind., elected over Stevens,
Rep., by 940 majority ; 11th district, Chapin, Dem.. elected over Alexander, Rep.
bonmana.

The Congressional delegation will prohal>lv
stand live democrats to one republican.

designed to secure definite items when a
Kentucky.
There are democratic gains all through Kengross sum is claimed rather than to obThe democrats have made a clean
tain a knowledge of the plaintiff’s line of tucky.
sweep, electing all of the ten Congressmen.
attack. The delay of the judge in giving
Tennessee.
his decision shows that a knotty point has
The election passed off quietly. The vote
the
state
is at last one fourth less
throughout
been raised. After he grants or denies than
in August last. The democrats carry the
the motion there will be an appeal to the State from 25,000 to 30,000 majority, electing the
entire congressional delegation, except the first
general term, and from that to the court of and second districts which are doubtful. Botti
appeals, in this way a year or two will branches of the Legislature are largely democratic.

pass by before this preliminary skirmish
Delaware.
is decided. Even then the main battle
The indications are that all tile counties have
will be a great distance off. The truth of gone democratic and there is not a republican
elected ill the State.
the matter is, this motion seems to be
LATEST.
a mere plea in abatement.
The attorneys
Special despatch to the Journal.
are simply
staving off the trial.
Boston, Nov. t.
Tiie elections yesterday resulted in glorious
The statement ot the liangor Whig that
victories for the democracy. This city is alive
a Massachusetts man
recently purchased with excitement, and the enthusiasm and joy of
in that city 14U empty rum barrels, to be democrats and liberals is unbounded; even Masfilled with cider, is a curious commentary sachusetts has at last been redeemed from the
on the operations of the Maine law.
The thraldom of Radicalism.
Hon. Will. Gaston is elected Governor by
local demand for cider barrels is very
about eight thousand majority; and better
it
seems
the
large—bat
supply is abundant than all, the old Bay State sends at least
enough to meet that, and send a large surj six democratic

plus

to our

neighboring states. Verily, the Ben Butler is
Thompson one
prohibitory law is an enormous success.
Speaking

of the

legality

or

illegality

of

official acts by female Justices of the Peace,
it is proper to say that
marriages by them
performed are valid, because a statute of
Maine provides that any ceremony which
either of the parties to a marriage believes
to l)e

legal,

is so.

So

nobody

need to be

alarmed about the matter.

J1 is

thanksgiv ing proclama-

tion of last year was dated “in the year of
the independence ot the United .States the
This year he hops over
and calls it the ninety-ninth. If he is
light., that Philadelphia affair should be

ninety-seventh.”

one

hurried up.
—The Waldoboro Mows, which
item of interest,

neglects any local

the front with
inches long. H e
first premium.
to

—Among
Governor

are

eel four feet seven
move that it have the

by the

—We saw one day in the garden of one of
citizens, a barrel of potatoes, and it was
there three davs afterwards.
[Presque Isle
Sunrise.

our

The

owner

of the

potatoes is

a

remark-

man.

fails to support

to

Congress.

people

was

expended

have spoken

a

to defeat Banks,
rebuke to tiie re-

publican party.
New York.
Tiie returns from other states are not less
significant; the great political revolution brings
uj) New York with 10,<X>0 democratic majority
and is or ‘JO democratic congressmen.
New Jeruey.
Now Jersey gives a clean democratic victory,
with a democratic governor elected bv 10,000

majority.
Pennsylvania.
Tu

Pennsylvania

and all other states the
democrats have made tremendous gain in members of congress, and it is conceded on all hands
that the democrats will have a
majority in the
next house of Representatives.

following—

Trial Justices—Robert A. Eriend, Brooklyn;
George Comstock, buboe; Andrew l*. Wiswell.
Ellsworth, Inspector of lime and lime casks—
lob W. Ingraham, Camden, in place of J. C.
Jordon, declined appointment. Notaries public—T. C'. Woodman, Bucksport.

ably lucky

but tiie

comes

an

recent nominations

the

never

Representatives

defeated.
His district gives
thousand majority. Banks is
elected by over six thousand majority. Tarbox
of Lawrence, defeats Ayer by 1500. Chapin in
the 11th district has nearly 0000 majority.
Seclve in the 10th district has 500 majority.
Warren in the 8th district lias 500, and at noon
to-day tiie announcement is made that .Judge
Abbott is elected in tiie 4th district. The administration party made desperate efforts to
save these districts.
Blaine and Frye of Maine came to the rescue
and at the navy yard here over #100,000 of

has got mixed about the age of public funds

Ulysses

this nation.

War the second was that ot
—Our Rockland neighbors arc about to
Powers vs. Cary, in which our local
cap- commence a course of lectures which will
tain, lion. A.G. Jewett, led the victorious include such favorites of the platform as
forces. We have long ielt that each of Fred Douglas, Rev. Mr.
Murray, Carl
these conflicts needs a competent histo- Schurz, Rev. H. W. Reecher and Mrs.
rian ; but it will be impossible to say from Siddons. At the same time Belfast, which
which can lie extracted the most humor. prides herself on her
liberality and culture,

nothing about the yard, and stood around
with their hands in their
pockets. And
that's where the money goes.

deemed states come, nut

Massachu* etts.

that J have noticed in the
Journal, occasionally, just before the Fourth,
an item calling upon the authorities of the city
of Belfast to prohibit die indiscriminate use of
tint crackers even on the good old Fourth. Did
it occur to you that vim were making an unto

seems

of

—The Boston Post sent a reporter to the
Charlestown navy yard last week, and
They labor temperately—that’s all.
found it crowded with loafers who had
Jt may relieve the feelings oi some of been
brought there and set to work so as
our exchanges to know that
young Cur- to vote the radical ticket. There were
tis, who was indicted for creating a nuis- hundreds of men, bummers who knew
ance

out

1 noticed an item in tin- Whig saving that
Wilmot Curtis lias been indicted for ringing a
bell on the 4th, probably taken from the Journal. The ringing of the bell really had nothing
to do with file case—hut his entering in the
manner lie did, and refusing utterly to come
out when requested.

deavoring

not upon
going, but went at once.
One ot the soldiers tired at him as he was

no

—Congressman Frye of this state was
last week
shaking the bloody- shirt all

the object, and
further says—

the order of his

oflieial sources, he shows that the law has great larks for the soldiers, but was rather
utterly failed of its professed object—that unpleasant for the women. x\ll this a Mrs.
liquors are sold freely in even- consider- Sue Sledge, who was present on the occaable place, that drinking abounds and sion, con oborates, and
alleges in addition
that the number of arrests for drunken- that the soldiers visited the
upper part of
ness is enormous.
The Post editorially the house, where cotton was stored,
summarizes tne tacts as follows—
searching around with lights, and disreWhen it can be shown, as this statement
the interests of the insurance
shows for Maine, that under prohibition after garding
in the most painful manner.
ten years of uninterrupted
companies
experimenting,
tiler" were 3000 i>litres in 542 municipalities
This playful little episode under the
where intoxicating liquors were illegally sold;
tnat for a single year, ending November 30tli!
management of Landulet Williams, the
1873, there were 17,808 arrests for drunkenness,
chief ot the department of justice, took
in spite of the friends of the law
declaring that
drunkenness was not more than one-tenth as place between one and two o’clock in the
common
as

who

questions

into the house without per-

going

mission, taking

Signor Beauregard Sledge stood

under
horses

Queen pole, which Quaker took and held for
the heat, coining in ahead. Queen 2, Farmer 3,

man

that arise—making complaint in regard to
the remarks in this paper upon the Fourth
of July bell ringing of Wilmot Curtis,
and for which Curtis was indicted. Our
correspondent says that the real offence
was

A SWEEPING

valued

a

The result ol the elections in twenty -tour
dispatched in the night
it will lie seen that the offence in the
from Judge Nash's place to Livingston
states
on Tuesday, is simply a party revoabove is not breaking ami entering, or
i he judge s son was sick
alter n doctor,
the
but
the
house,
hell. lution. No other term can describe it. Rerini/iiii/
damaging
of a lever, and the symptoms were so unWe could not
behind the record and

in, Abbott and Seelye will do honor to the
•was in a presemauie condition to be
constituencies that elected them.
seen by gentlemen.”
She don’t mean to
protect. At about three o’clock the
The care of the Democracy will be to
were
.-ailed to the stand. In the 2.42 class 7
say that she was not dressed, but insinuhorses wen entered for the County purse of foster anti promote the work of restoring
ates that .she had no leisure to put the
*150—S7U t* fir>t, .*50 to second, and $30 to the Union. Ten years have elapsed since
touches to her toilet. She probthe
war
Third, mile heats, best 3 in 5.
closed, and the people of the south finishing
was obliged to appear without
ably
putDaniel J'ltcher. Belfast. hr. in. named Amerhave realized little from the paternal govin her teeth, or arranging her
ican Lady.
chigernment at Washington, save shameless ting
\\'.
Marsha!i. Belfast, named b. m. Queen.
non, or adjusting her panier.
Like the
insult, robbery and oppression. It will be
.1. B. U'h rlden, Bangui-, named g. g. Honest
celebrated visiting committee in Don
the
work
of
the
as
shall
itemocraey, power
Fa rmer.
Juan, the marshal and his men seemed to
The
Da\ id < V' ■". Liiieolnvillc, named b. m. Lady be given them, to reverse all this.
have little respect for the proprieties of
< ross.
people of the south, white and black, will
and Mrs. Clary complains bitterly
life,
dum"Rockland,
named
s.
IL II.
eh.
Young be made to know that they are, equally
that they ransacked her bureau drawers
Dirigo.
with the north, a part of the whole counand boxes, and, unlike the committee just
F. llaiiit". Bangor, named b. g. Bay Dick.
try, entitled to equal laws, equal protec». M. 1 >rak«
alluded to, overturned her bed and bedHope Corner, named g. g. Hon- i
tion, and to the exercise of such powers
e-t Quaker.
ding. They didn’t find the venerated Mr.
as God has given them for the
1st heat.
retrieving
for whom they were looking, but
Clary
A.
Dirigo. pole:
Lady, 2d; Dick, 3d; Farm- of their fortunes. Democratic success will
took ample revenge it seems on his
er. 4th
Cross, oth; Queen, Gtli, and Quaker, mean no less than
they
that to the south. To
and carried oil’ his gun to in7th. American Lady took the pole on first turn,
the whole country it will mean an honest furniture,
which she kept, Dirigo breaking and falling besure his luture peacefulness.
Mrs. C. furadministration of able men, econoim in
hind came in 4th, while Queer kept her feet
ther deposes and states that, in her opinthe
and
government,
and came in 2d.
plunderers to the
Lady won the heat in 2.42.
ion, they were somewhat the worse for
rear.
2l> HEAT.
and they handled their guns and
liquor,
which
soon
took
and
Am.*Lady pol
Queen
“Van Augustus,” t ,1. G. Abbott,
led in the race till near the stand, when Farmer
Esq.,) pistols in such a careless way as to frightthe Augusta correspondent of the Boston en the whole
came under the wire a neck ahead, but was set
family. In order to apply
back tu 4th position on account of foul driving, Post, sent to that paper last week, a startimpartially the rules of the civil rights
and the heat given to Queen.
Lady 2, Dick ling exhibit of the futility and folly of bill, they visited the chamber of the col3. Quaker 3. Cross C, Dirigo 7.
As no record of the
prohibitory law of this state. By a ored girl and also overturned her bed
time for second horse was taken, the Judges
ol the law since its
history
enactment, clothes in their diligent search for the
gave no time for this heat.
and statistics for twenty years drawn from
missing Mr. Clary. It must have beeu
settled by

letter from

iriend resident at Frankfort, a
intends to be about right on all

making

domiciliary visits in the spirit of tun,
tinged at times with malice, and will not
kill anybody unless they happen to miscalculate the strength of some southern wo-

that the sick boy’s

For the second time in her
history,
the National Association, consequently they Massachusetts will have a Democratic Govhud t<. rule as best they could and satisfy as ernor.
Anil Butler, the prince ot impuwell us possible all concerned. Had the trot dence in
the advocacy of all
demoralizing
been advertised to come off according :o those
and dangerous measures, ousted, to give
:u. '. th« n all differences could have been settled by the printed rules of the association
which arc >u plain that anyone can understand
them, and they provide for all misunderstandings that inav arise. The matter was finally

certainly

evidently

MORNlNii

v,

storm

are

a

understood, we copy the indictment found
The soldiers
by the Grand Jury. It is as follows—
ot

man’s nerves.

■

Vo' :«y*—oh b.mny barque, if such might be,
W < \{
i ; |j•
Ptvoring gales and waters calm.
1- it go.— raw daughter of a restless sea—
And take 111 \ share of sunshine and of storm.
\
bear our ardent hopes of
gain,
'i oil bear brave lives: Hod keep you from the

The Alabama papers demainly to the publication

showing the outrages perpetrated by the marshal and his men ; and
the stories which are rehearsed, it less
bloody than those of Congressman Hays,

5— 5—3—2—2.
4—4—1—1—t.
1—1—2—5—5.
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small materials.
vote themselves
of affidavits

St'MMARV.

■

u

We have received

so

He

•

Concerning Bells and Fire Crackers.

a course

of lectures.

This individual has

During

the absence of Albert Clarke, editor
the St. Albans Messenger, the other day,
somebody got inserted in the Messenger, an
abomination pretending to be a poem, ami
which was soon found to be acrostic, asserting
by the initial letters of its lines that Albert
Clarke is an ass. The paper had a tremendous
sale, the edition being exhausted in half an
hour, and the affair is the joke of the season at
St. Albans.
The Advertiser, of course, reprinted the poem. Clarke charges the joke to
the Smiths. He seems to wish that lie was
dead.
ot

We have been favored with a number
of choice poems of that character,
during
high political excitements, but none have
yet found a place in the Journal. Some
ol them have been
gotten up very ingeniously. One that we remember was an ex-

ceedingly

well written ode to spring, that,
about half way down, developed into an
acrostic much like the one published in
the Messenger. It took about two min-

hoard of (he Democratic victory,butdon’t

utes to detect that little
game.

believe it. He awaits
furt her returns. Mean-

been printed.

cod-fish and
time
lasses have
down-

mo-

a

ward

tendency.

boys

would have had

a

But the

nice time, if it had

—J. W. Lang lias retired from the editorial chair of the Dirigo Rural, the new

agricultural paper

at

Bangor.

to 33 ; flour per barrel, 7,00 to 7,25 ; bay.
per ton, 10,00; butter, per pound, 14 to
13 cents; cheese 7 to 10; mutton 2 to 3;
chickens 4 to 5 ; turkeys 3 to 7; clear salt
pork « to 10; beef, on foot, 3 to 3 1-2;
geese 20 to 25 cents apiece; they were
not sold by weight then ; eggs 14 cents
per doz. Molasses, per gallon, 25 to 30;
tea per pound, Souchong, 54 to 32; old
Hyson 75 to 100.
Among the prominent business men
who died this year were l’eter II. Smith,
lor many years a trader here, who died
AAA'ALS IIP BELFAST FOB HALF A BE Ml BY. bunion the Stanley road, the road leading in April, aged fifty-five, ('apt. Samuel H
from Belmont Avenue by the premises now Miller, brother of the late Capt. Janies
15 V AN OLD SE T TLEU.
occupied by lion Albert G. Jewett, were Miller, joint owner with him ol the Robert
burned in the night of October twenty- Miller lot, who died in May aged litty-one,
CHAPTER XXXVI. (1842.)
sixth. On the 17th of December at about and ( apt. William Grinnel who died in
“Turn about is fair play” is an old ad- ten o’clock in the evening the Academy December aged seventy-nine.
age, but was rather an unpalatable one to was discovered to be on fire and was enthe office-holding Whigs about this time. tirely consumed. It had been removed
Generalities.
The Democratic party was again in the and repaired about two years before at a
A
Michigan woman has just made her ninth
ascendancy. John Fairfield having been cost of about two thousand dollars. These
elected Governor. The political guillotine were the only destructive tires during the husband the happiest man in the world.
The Whig says that Fred Atwood of Winterwas again in motion. Israel Cox, of Searsyear within the memory of the compiler.
In the month of November, about the port has sold about S'UMNIO worth of furmiug
mont, now of this city, was appointed
implements this year.
Sheriff in place of Joseph Muzzy, remov- 19th, the schooner
Enterprise ot Salem,
of
the
Clerk
William
II.
John
liurrill,
Shute of this place Master,
Burglars are operating in South f houiastun
ed;
Captain
Courts, in place of Solyman Heath; Chas. was lost at sea with all on hoard Two of and have entered several stores, but without
much property.
Palmer, Register (d Probate in place of the crew, Silas lieed and .John McDonald, obtaining
Bohan P. Field, Jr., and Jonathan G. belonged here. The wreck was seen
According to tin- calculations of Bayard Tav
by loy,
Ur- earliest King of Kgypt reigned live
Dickerson, County Attorney in place of two vessels and one man was discovered
thousand years before Christ.
Joseph Williamson. Hon. James \\ hite on it lashed apparently between the pump
was elected Treasurer of State.
A talented young lady ot Portland in prepar
and the stump of the mainmast. The atIn the month of February Messrs. Town- tempt was made to take him off, but as ing herself to he a physician, and is attending
a course of medical lectures in New York.
ly and Burnham gave two concerts of the sea was running very high and the
vocal and instrumental music at Phuinix wind blowing a hurricane the attempt was
It is
reported[that a gentleman of Nashua
Hall. Mr. Townly had before that time unsuccessful: such was the report at the tended Mrs. Livermore's lecture **a1k>ui Husband-."
and theft went home and hanged him
resided here tor awhile, and during that time. The wreck was afterwards boarded.
self.
time officiated as organist at the Unitarian Nov. 99d. by the keeper of the Mt. Desert
George Muclimore, n young man, accidentally
Church.'
Light who found no person on board. shot
himselt while hunting at uoon in Spring
i nor to uus year our connection wiui
Captain Shiite had previously been master vale Thursday. He lived about twenty unntlie outside world through the medium ot I of the President .Jackson and the Albert utes.
steam had been limited to one steamboat, of this port.
Many still living cannot fail
The parent and lriends of the little Uoss bo>
making at the most two trips per week to remember him.
have already expended over one huudiv.i
between this place and Boston. This year,
in uiemonui oi may an .jouii noni dethousand dollars in their fruitiest search to.
during a large portion of the .summer sea- livered a course of lectures on tin: Middle I him.
son, we hail a steamboat at our wharves Ages.
Tlicv were of high literary order 1
N .*1*!. ire doing u
The fro:* .1. alci- of N
every day in the week save Sunday. Since and exceedingly interesting, but did not jumping busim--. !• i\« hundred pounds ot
that time tvc have been, like Oliver Twist attract a large audience. 1 n (fetober 1 >oc- tliis Lien* h *1* beat v o
misumed in that eitv
in Dickens’ story oi that name, constant- tor (» W. Ellis delivered a course of lec- daily.
Cleveland, CM. :‘d. drains arriving from
ly "asking for more.” The old Bangor tures on Phrenology, hi December Mr.
led oil' in the early spring, but soon re- Springer, known previously to that time the Last to-dav are covered with snow tw**
tired lrom tlie field. She made her last as Editor of the Maine Fanners Almanac, indies dcc[.. ll'lie storm is between Bulla.•»
ea'.l and fired her parting gun on the 'doth delivered a course on Astronomy, which and Lric.
It is calculated that more workingmen vv
of April. A change took place in her was very well attended.
'Ehe interest in the temperance move- be idle this w inlet. eitIn loi a part or th
ownership and in the month ot August
whole of the time, than have vei been before
following she left Boston for the -Mediter- ment referred to in our last chapter kept in the industrial hi.-tory ot the eouutry
ranean where she was to be employed, as
up and numerous lectures were given durA y oung man name,I Watson of Last Heelcontemplated by her owners, as a tow- ing the year, t in: annual meeting of the ing,accident
ally shot himself vv bile out gunning
boat. She plied for awhile as a freight Waldo County Washingtonian Total Ab- Hi- ebook was
badly lacerat'd, but he -astte
and passenger boat between Smyrna and stinence Society was held on the loth of n » other damage.
Constantinople under the name of Yeni December at the l nitariau Meeting-house.
I’lie Milford, N H.. Live Cent >a\ ;ng-» ‘».tuh.
Demia, sailing under the Turkish iiag. She In the evening there was a presentation ot suspended. with liabilities of half a mill.on.
a prize banner, a gilt trom the Ladies’
was first put on this route in ls:H and had
wllieli will be covered, it is be|jf; t‘d, bv sc ui
continued to make her trips to this time Temperance Society. 11 was presented 1 >y ti**s held by tin- bank.
between Bangor and Boston with remark- Miss Caroline M Kimball, daughter of
Tic \mcri*an -ays In*t Mi < harles ton-able regularity, never having met with lion John S. Kimball, now the wife ot who i> so years ot age. walked from his bmn*
in
Waltham on Monday a>l, o. LIGw
I’.
of
and
serious
accident.
Charles
Drown, Esq.
Bangor,
any
She was followed, April I’Ttli, by the Ex- received by Mr. Samuel Thompson in lie- distance of lift ecu miles.
Work lias commenced in the m-w pin
m
press, Captain J. B. Coyle, and by tlie half of the East Belmont Society, to which
The tirst lot .f vv •>».• m t.i
Telegraph, Captain S. li. llowes, on tlie it had been awarded as the society which in Benton.
was ground last i'hursdav.
Li:im
pulp
ltstli of May. These boats ran in opposi- hail made the greatest and most eilioient
oiu of tile finest in the state.
tion for awhile. The fare to Boston was progress during the year. The presentaJohn Lain!, the well-known Lnglish
reduced to one dollar. On tlie third of tion and reception of the banner were acp
June eighty-seven from this place took companied by very appropriate addresses. builder, ami member of Parliament for Birkeu
died Thur**da\. American »l]!|"\vn.
head,
passage on botli boats for Boston, on tlie The Convention was then addressed by have reason to remember him.
sixth, seventy, and on the twenty-eighth lion. Ether Shepley, Judge of the Supreme
Three'‘oiivic! J imti-'!cr*-rs Will l»e c\ecti|e..i
between eighty and ninety. A large num- Court then in session here, and by other
ill Pennsylvania on the 12th ■>! November, L I
ber of our good people availed themselves gentlemen.
der/.ook at Wcstche-ter, an*l O'Hara and Krwn
ot the low fare to visit tlie metropolis of
Among the vessels built and launched at Montrose..Susquehanna muity.
New England who had seldom, if ever lie- this year were the brig Topliff of about
The Globe s;iys that letter- from
alhdrnwi
lore visited the shire town ot tlie county. 175 tons burthen trom the yard of Master states that Mr.
Simon Litehtield, formerly *;
Marvellous were tlie tales told by them on llolerson, the brig Venezuela of about •joii Koekland, was killed while^at work, by asle.lge
their return ; among them, that there were tons from the yard of Master Carter, and hammer falling np*ui iiis head from a staging
“taverns enough in Boston to accommo- the barque Rio of about 250 tons from the
Launched, at Newcastle, 24th. by Mastei
date thirty-five hundred people.”
< aiyard ot Master Palmer.
arney a barque of non tons, named J. 1
At the annual spring meeting Nathaniel nev, owned by the builder, and other*, amt
The steamer Huntress ran lor awhile Detween Portsmouth and St. John’s, touch- M. I -owney, Benjamin E Blaekstone and b- commanded by < apt. L. W. Jackson of W
easset.
ing at this place on her return trips, and Samuel Haynes were re-elected Selectmen.
connecting at Portsmouth with tlie rail- David W. Lothrop, Clerk, and Timothy < Launched* at Thoma-ton, 2Gth. by J. \
road to Boston.
Chase, Treasurer.
'r*‘:.gbtou> a smip of 1*00 tons, named Jos. L
At the annual fall meeting the whole 'spinney. She is owned by the builder amt
Among the beneficial results of the
B.
others* ami is to be commanded by Capt.
steamboat opposition ot this year were number of votes thrown on the guberna- Jordan.
torial
ticket
was
the discovery of tlie wonderful fact that
(54(1; for Fairfield, Demo.
Mark Uullin-.ilie oldest inhabitant of Albion,
steamboats could come to our wharves, 405, for Robinson, Whig, 241. Neliemiuh
died
aged 97 years. He has been
and the construction by Mr Daniel Merrill Abbott, Esq. was re-elected Representa- able toWednesday,
walk about doors during the past sum
of the wharf now known as the Upper tive. This was the first election at which mer, and walk about bis room up i»> the day f
Steamboat 'Yharf. Mr. Merrill fitted up the people voted tor Clerk of the Courts his death.
and County Attorney; William 11. Bun-ill,
rooms for bathing at tlie end of his wharf
A wild drake recently joined a Ilock of tausn
on a scale altogether beyond any thing
Esq. was elected Clerk, and Jonathan (7 ducks in a pond near Portland. The ownmrG
The men of those Dickerson, Esq. County Attornev.
reioieiug over this a«ldition to his Ilock riwl
ever attempted here.
The volume of our local literature was on the third day, as the drake then left, having
days, however, hadjnot learned that there
persuaded one of the best of the tame din ks to
was any affinity between cleanliness and
enlarged by the publication in December elope
wit ll him.
of
trom
of
a
of
the
pamphlet
forty-seven pages,
patronage
godliness, and for lack
in < »ri >\ ernlf-vv1
.Mali
-’j.
:tnt!
Howe
thn
<>nt.it!e,!
tifitfie.
was
soon
nbandoned.
in-ess
enterprise
s
*f,rL Jervis
■•New Views upon the Bible and its Abuses I»y imihi al a small villat.
i lie Kev. Elbridge C. Cutler nas orone ilay la>i week, tor outraging a It: year old.
dained Pastor of the First Congregational by the Priests," by Jonas S. Barrett.
The daughter of a widow, lie was believed I *
Church and Society on tlie fifteenth ot ‘•views” of the author were quite bevond have been guilty of two ither similar crimes
June. The exercises on the occasion were the comprehension ol his fellow towns- with murder added to it.
as follows:
Invocation, reading of Scrip- men; they were a sort ot cross between
I.umiched from tin yard of M. ■—rs. ftevst
ture and prayer by Kev. James P. Stone of the doctrines ot Emanuel Swedenborg and Will. ,v Co., on Saturday last, lie ! eaiitifuflv
modeled
the
of
the '1 ranseendentalistship ••fte-ic Well." of ii;f. toils new
mysticism
Prospect; Sermon by Rev. Dr. Tappan of
measurement.
This ship has tieen completed
Augusta; Ordaining prayer by Rev. N. AIr. Barrett was a very honest man in his alld rigged. Willi the exception
of
Ike
Chapman of Camden; Charge by Rev. business transactions ami was very sincere, yards, several weeks, nid lias been crossing
admired bv
Isaac Rogers ol Farmington; Right hand doubtless, in the opinions he entertained all who have had lie- privilege of an inspection,
n.-e. who are “p -'ted” in matters of ship
ot Fellowship by Rev. Uriah Balkam of and expressed in his pamphlet; but it is
Union ; Address to the People by Rev. E. very questionable if he made many con- building say that nohetier ship tlinu the Rosii
Well
Wiswall of Jackson; Concluding prayer verts to his peculiar faith, lie resided underha' been buif in the Slate. She was built
French l.loyds ..lion and ratehere for many years and was a useful mem
by Rev. R. Page of Levant.
d-d. I. L* for eleven rear-. ] \\ aldoborn NevvM. Cutler was born at rarimngton ami her of society in his vocation. 1 le removed
died at Reading. Pa., whither he had gone from this place to California where he died UNITED STATES OP AMERICA.
for the benefit of his health, April 28, 1840, on the twelfth day ot September, l*ii-l, at
BY THE PRESIDENT.
aged thirty-four. He was eminently suc- Auburn, aged sixty-five.
In the same month of this year died A
cessful in his labors in the ministry while
Proclamation for n Day of PuEfic
residing here and left behind him a name Air. Samuel French, who came here to
Thanksgiving and Praise.
which is still kept as a precious treasure reside in the early part of this eenturv.
We
are
reminded by the changing -ea
in many hearts. On the receipt of the. sad about 1*11. aged tifty-nine. The mention
intelligence ot his decease a funeral dis- of his name will recall to the minds ot all sons tint ii i- time to pause in ourdaily
who knew him the name ot lus life-long vocations and offer thanks to Almighty
course was preached at tlie North Church
companion and friend, and for many years Hod for the mercies and abundance ot the
by Rev. Stephen Thurston of Prospect.
Mr. Charles Spear, well remembered by copartner in trade, John llaraden, who year which is drawing to a close. The
the business men of that day, commenced died March 15. IsbT, in his eighty-eighth blessings of a tree government have con
running an express between Bangor and year, "llaraden and French'’ is one of tinned to be vouchsafed to us; the earth
Boston on the steamer Telegraph this year. the names engraved on the memory of all has respomh I to the laborot the husband
The business was conducted, and never who lived hero when that tirm was one ot man t lie land has been free from pestilence
the prominent business-houses in the internal order is being maintained; and
more promptly and faithfully, under the
name of Spear and Co.; the company beplace ; a tirm whose reputation lor integ- peace with other powers has prevailed. It
rity and fair dealing was without spot nr is fitting that at stated periods we shoui I
ing Mr. David Bttgbee of Bangor.
The evening of June 2.'Jd was eminently blemish. They wore both born in (llou- cease from our •.•ccustomed pursuits, and
from the turmoil of our daily lives, amt
a Lecture evening. Mr. Abbott, the “Sailor cester.AIassachusetts.and were both hottsePreacher,” lectured at the Academy on wrights by trade Mr French was the unite in thankfulness tor the blessings of
temperance, a Mormon at the Court House nfaster-btiilder of the Unitarian Aleeting- the past and the cultivation ot kindly
housc. They both wrought at their trades feelings towards each other. Now, thenon the doctrine and creed of the “Latterday Saints,” and a Millcrilc at the -Metho- until 182.'!, when they lormed a copartner- fore, recognizing these considerations, 1.
dist Meeting-house on the millennium.
ship as commission merchants ami dealers Ulysses S. Grant, President ot the United
The Fourth of July was ushered in by in general merchandise and commenced States, do roeentmend to al; citizens to
the ringing of bells and a rain-storm of business at a store standing at the end ot assemble in their respective places ot
brief duration. The day passed oft’ very Morrill's wharf, then so-called. They sub- worship on
Thursday, the 2oth Day ot Nm
quietly with only one “row” and a very sequently occupied a store on the site of the
marked decrease in the consumption of fine now occupied by Messrs. \V 1!. Swan and express their thanks tor the met
runt.
There was no public celebration A Co. The house on High street now and favor of the Almighty God, and laving
here, but there were several—all on tem- occupied by Air. Lemuel It. I’almer wa- aside all politic., i •••.ntent u and ail seeitl
perance principles—in different parts of built bv Air. French; he was occupying it occupations t. observe uch day as
The brick block j day ol praise.
the county, some of which were attended at the time of his death
at the intersection ot .Maine and Church
in witness whereof 1 have herewith set
by large delegations from this place.
set my hand ami caused *t»«iseal of the
On the eighth of July the office ot the streets, now occupied in part by the Bell nited States pi be atlixed. uooe at, th
Republican Journal was removed to cham- fast Sat ings Batik, was t)uilt. by Mr. llarabers in the northerly end of the old Tele- den.
city *>t Washington, this the jJtith day
ol October, in the year of our Lord
4here was a striking resemblance in
graph Building.
The United States steam trigate Mis- the character of these two men. Tliev
1*71, and ol the iudepeudemje of the
United States the niuetv-ninth.
souri, under command of Captain John T. were both quiet ancl unassuming, with no
U. is GRAN 1
Newton, arrived hero from Castine on the ambition to be known save as industrious
24th of August. She remained until after members of the community and good citiBy tlm President:
noon of the 26th, when she left for CamII y.Mii.rox I-i.'ii. Secretary of .state
zens, attending to their own business and
den. While here she was visited by crowds ! not intermeddling with the business ot
Hum and Rioting.
—live uiousaiui people according to me others.
Neither of them had any aspiraestimate ot one of her officers—from tills tion for official position, but both of them
1 lie ii \ >1 1‘iddei'onl was [he sceneof iuteii-c
and towns adjacent. She was the first war- were
e X e i[
|: e l»l VltlirdllV
iff* rilOOU.
Aboilt till*-'
repeatedly elected by their fellow *<'*
steamer that had visited any American townsmen to occupy and perform tin
I'K'lv Sheriff w anvil alld three deputies start
••d
>’iii
mi
a
raid
the
suestablishments
on
tills
coast
east
oi
Boston
and
was
upon
duties ol' important municipal offices.
port
peet.-d o[ -filing liquor. Hn v \ i-ited *ev* r.i!
said to be at the time the largest steamship
There was a quaint and quiet humoi
without un ting with any *!i'-ces.-.
p!a*
in the world.
She was subsequently de- about Mr. llaraden not possessed by Mr
They then started fnDr. Boynton's drug store
stroyed by fire, originated by the breaking French. At the time the Whittier Build- but as they approached. In- locked in* and went
to the drily
of a glass vessel containing spirits of fur
ing, now occupied by Woods, Mathews off with the key-. Tin \ then went
Mayor Warren, m the t ity Building
pontine, while lying in the harbor of Gib- and Baker ami others, was erected, Mr -tore of been
w
ot
ion
arned
their
coining ii>
raltar. Among the young lieutenants on 11. was at work at his trade and employed Having
locked' the door and -landing against the do.>i
board her while here were Simon B. Bia- on it. lie accidentally Tell Irom the stagupon the inside told tin* officer* to *eoine on,"
sed, now a.Commodore on the retired list, ing; one of his arms was broken and the They tried to bur-1 m the door, hut. were un
successtul.
siu-ritls Wam u and Hansaii then
and John A. Winslow who was in com- other dislocated at the shoulder.
A neighmand ot the lvearsarge when she captured bor who called to condole with him re- went round t*» the rear of the huildiug, and
burst m tin door there, but tin
to
endeavored
and destroyed the Alabama, and who died marked that he was
very unfortunate in Doctor braced himself against the door and told
within the last year.
meeting with such an accident. “Unfortu- them if would take more help than they had to
A Farmers and Mechanics Convention, nate!”
hur>t th* door open. Leaving the door thev
replied he, “I think l was very next
appeared at a window and tore off several
so called, assembled here on the 27th of fortunate. 1
only put one arm out of joint iron rod> which protected the w indow\ at the
August; its principal professed object be- anil broke the other; I might have broke -aim- lime smashing in the window with a club.
ing to devise measures for the suppression my neck.” lie was part owner ot schoon- Mamr Warren however drove them away In
of litigation. The projectors of the move- er Bellino at the time she made a very un- hreaking a bottle of ammonia close to the window.
then retired lbr consultation, and
ment overlooked the fact that human na- successful
trip to the Mediterranean bring- did not They
renew the attack.
ture must be marvellously purified before
ing back a cargo of beans tor which there
The news of tin* affair called cut thousandman will conform his life to the precepts
The owners met of
was no market here.
people, atid the streets were crowded
of the Gospel his tongue is so fond of lor the purpose of settling up the voyage throughout tin* evening,
requiring tin* whole
should
be
We
indeed
should
done
have a and deciding what
with police force to preserve peace, as threat' Of a
preaching.
Heaven oil earth if men would eeasc from the almost valueless return cargo. Fond riot were five!, expressed. [ Port lain 1 Advercontention and do unto others as they and long were the lamentations of the tiser.
l'lii* advent uf tho Maine Liquor Law
would that others should do unto them; other part-owners over their bad luck, in
but it is idle to look for that day until which Mr. II. did not participate. “What’s was the occasion of a riot in Portland, in
the prayer is answered, “Thy kingdom the use of cry ing over spilled milk ?” said which the military and
police, led by the
come!”—Litigation was neither suppressed ho; "we’vo saved our beans and all we fanatical Neal Dow, tired on Ike
populace,
or checked by'the convention.
want now is pork; if we can only get
One llarmon Qniggle relieved himself that we shall have pork and beans to live killing one and wounding several others
from the burthen of a very un-musical on.”
It looks as though this Sheriff enforcement
Mr. French died in the
name and a charge of larceny by commitmaturity of man- of the same toolish law was to be pushed
ting suicide in the jail on the i'7th of Sep- hood leaving no child. Mr. II. lived until until
angry passions are aroused, and montember, It was somewhat questionable, the grasshopper became a burthen and
however, whether the poor unfortunate, died leaving several daughters but only lives are lost. It came in with bloodshed*
who W'as of intemperate Habits, intended one son, our fellow citizen Mr. Daniel and another act ot the kind
may seal its
suicide, or whether his deatii was the con- llaraden.
fate forever.
The average retail price during the
sequence of taking laudanum left in his
cell by a former occupant, as a means of year of some of the leading commodities
—W. D. Washburn, lumber dealer at
exhilaration.
However that may have in our market was as follows; Beans per
bushel 1,25 to 1,50; wheat 1,25 to 1,50; Minneapolis, one of the Maine Washbeen, there was no more (juiggle.
The house and barn of Mr. George Dur- oats 40 to 42 ; col’ll 80 to 90 ; potatoes 25 burns, has failed for
»
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New* of the City and County,
"fth couldn't
The

oily

bell

\\ interport.

rings

now

at

hall past seven.

No snow spoken of in the almanac for Noember.

painting their

'.are

store

a

color.

stone

The store-houses along the wharves
idly tilling with hay now.

This will be
men. as

light

are

hard month for washer-wothere are five Mondays in it.
a

The

shipyards look comparatively bare since
disgorging -,0 abundantly last week.
Frank Foliett, the eider king, Is now running
Hu- house

fly* that

was

so

lively

all the

sum-

and fall, is looking very much discouraged.
bov who has a home in the city is wanted
to work ia^is office.

mer

A

M< 1 il\err is receiving ship timber
railroad from New Hampshire.

over

the

Excellent weather for painting, and houses
and Nfiops u
rapidly changing color.
riie niast-s ot the new ship K. B. Fuller, lying
>!.
wharf, have been stepped, and
viiij
she w iil si 11 be ready tor sea.
■'

The Democrats will to-vla\ tire one hundred
in honor ot the recent Democratic victories.
truii-

iir be a lecture at the North Church
o-xt .Sunday Evening.
Subject, “Faults and
Sins.”
br■;

:

v

Ephraim Moddock* has recently opened
and shot- store in Peirce's Hall.
Ids adv. next week.
>oot

n

Look for

indignant the other day, because
with clean stockfngS and handsome
garter-, and the wind wouldn’t blow.
A

srvs

she

v.

u

a-

assembly of Hr. Havner’s course
-morrow evening. Music will be j
by tin' lull string Band of five pieces.

nurd

i>

vh

..:uce •,

.>;:ed

u'i

Prices

e!ii.»w

ii.

bis

v

Binghampton. N. Y

i

>

iti/« n John s. Caldwell has met
ufiiiction in the sudden death ot
Emih, wife of Dr. Geo. F. Hand.

S'

hi

a.

:it

lor V

<

v

>»•)•

hi-

-imneneed Monday to
Soil
Fr ank Pendleton with hay
They will put on bond some

u.ti-ii n

-:!

Th-

at

one

V iew street,

!

got

tins tioin

a-otl

an

the Indian tents

of

euliven- the evening
old aeeordeon. We’ve

ticket.

-.
"1 a chestnut vender sends up
the street corners. The process is
-r useful
-aid
mainly on account of the im11roved flavor ;t imparts to the worm.
r*

iirna'
at

-a

T Pullen, Esq.. of the Portland
S’aide
J»ai.’
‘re--, was in town on Wednesday, on
his r*-’cm from a visit to the Normal School at
astine, of which he i- a trustee,
hr r-ader- *-t the

;unial will perceive, by
Neighbor John,” published a few
k-a_'
md k* The Launch’* in to-day’s par. that we liave a new poetess among us.
i

m

•a

u

■

little child of Martin Knowlton, two years
by a carriage on Miller street
iFriday, one fore wheel passing over the
de »»f the :ac»lie was not seriously injured.
A
i

v a- run aver

A

lb-

post

i*t week. seni

order tor $10 reached this office
by Jason Philips, and issued by

the Eil.-worth post office. Will the gentleman
inform us to what office his paper i- sent, that
w
may give him credit for the money received?
The steamer

< ambridge put in an appearbeen repaired,
Friday morning, nav

ance

and looking

the worse for her little adventure
Flags were flying from her wharf as
-he came up the harbor.
A new

none

platform has been laid in front of the

lepot, wider and longer than the old one. It
l- a much needed improvement, as the loafers
hrV;- found a great deal of fault about the
rwwdcd ‘oudition of the former.
Whitten wants the community to get
their dancing legs in order, as he is about to
••ommeU'-t- operations, of which due notice will
be given.
ii<- is now teaching a school of
1*

eighty couples
The

manx

on

Hurricane 1-land.

fr ends of Mr.

Noah <«.

Clark,

thi- itv. will regret to learn of his
death at Petaluma, California, Oct. ltfth. He
vva- one <,f ihe nmst geniai and kind hearted ot
late of

and without

men.

an

enemy in the world.

Charles Crurv, auctioneer, on Tuesday sold
< !*_veil horse- at auction on the
Square.in front
ol the Post-office.
A large portion belonged
Liber, who la.-t season gave traveling
The price averaged about $.'»()
entertainments
per boi^e.
Mr.

a

PlXMONT. Mi'. Tylej’ Porter, a man so years
of age committed suicide on
Monday o. r. 20.
by hanging himself in the barn.
The officers ot Aschou Lodge F. and A. M.

1

While Mi

<
15. Hazeltine was driving around
square on Monday, one of the axles of his
wagou broke m the hub. He was thrown out,
and the horse ran with tin wagon until he came
voiitaet with a team hitched on Phenix How.
Phe animal was her* caught by the head by Mr.

the

astle, and thrown, and thus prevented from
Wing further harm.

«

public anil followed by

was

Brooks.

Harvest Home grange of r tronHusbandry was organized at Brooks, on Saturday Oct. 31, by George Miller Clements. l>i-triet Deputy, with the following officers: »
H Xealley. Master; M. G Dow. U\er<eer; I.

Court.

who had been of strong character and
will, and more than average capacity, was attacked with acute rheumatism. May 2d. Is;;:
her wrists became swollen and painful on the
4th; on the Ttn it extended to her lower extremities, and she took her bed, from which sue
She executed her will on the 11th,
June 28th, 1873. she died. She left property, real and personal, valued at 815U0 or moia
She left two children and grandchildren, who
never rose.
on

would have inherited.

She devised all her real
estate to her daughter I.uev ; bequeathed a bed
and bedding to hergrandaughter. Olestia 13: ad8100 to her grandson. Silas Brad-tred.
#00 to her ueicc, Jerusha Johnson: 8200 to tipstreet:

denomination called Spiritualists; 81" t<* her
only surviving son, Charles; and the residue b>
her daughter Lm v, in addition to the real estate
before named.
Charles Bradstreet, tic- aplt., say> that his
mother, in possession ot her faculties, would
not have cut him off with 810; that it w as a
crazy thing to give #200 to the Spiritualists;
that the fever of her disease, and the effect <*;

opiates, and her Spiritualistic faith and

sur-

roundings

had dethroned her reason; that mo
seemed to see and converse with the absent and
the dead; that she was insane and not possessed
of what the law terms a sound mind.
The executor says
True, she was a .spirit-

ualist, and iu

her fever and her dreams, and older the effects of medicine, talked
incoherently
m the presence of her watchers in the trouble
of the night: but when well awake, as -ae wa-

unsoundness.

The courts

are

full of law -nits

settle tbc construction of instruments draw n
bv lavmen. It,is not unnatural for a mother

discriminate in her gifts to lier children, pi
u daughter to.a son. and the on- most
in need.
to

ferring

The court -aid to tlic jury, in sub-taim tin*
wa- not whether the will wa- a
proper one in their judgment.— itch a one as they
would advise or make,—but whether-lie was
of sound and disposing mind, and whether thiwas lier will,
file jury found that it was her

question

ill, and that she was of a so mu mind, and that
there was no undue influence.
Hit- will was sustained.
Fogier for the will Knowliim w illi Mrl.-llnn
for aplt.
w

Nathan li. Turner is. Klbridge II. -.tu.
Debt on an instrument containing a eontraet
seal, by which plif delivers a
oke of
young ealtle. valued at $•_»;•, to deft., which inis to keep a stipulated time, and then to sell,
and the price to lie divided equally between ilie
parties. If either party fails in his covenant,
lit* forfeits $40 as liquidate damages to the
under

ed, and the clerk enters ‘•neither parly.'
Turner pro m>.
Johnson jm .V-ro
•State vs. Nathan F. Danforth. Indictment
for obtaining notes and money. §642,2,4. of
Eliza Briggs of Freedom, in October, lsTj.
Eliza says that deft, ini ited her to his house
to assist his wife in earing for iier children in
consideration of tier board, that being there by
false representations lie induced her to deliver
to him good notes and her savings bank book of
the value stated, being all her earthly property

meeting oi the City government Moniking. Hiver avenue, so called, leading
?! North “r Peirce street, was reported favoraoi\ and ordered to l»* laid out, providing no
a

•

chiiuieil land damages. The continuation
ark street from In ion to Bay View street
t*i<»k the same course. On petition of T. W.

ne

-f

l

Pitcher and others for

the corof Court and Franklin street, voted the
tie fu iiislied providing the petitioners
pay

ner
-am
ilie

a

lamp-post

at

half tin expense.

igeant served ten years in the
British urm\ and in the war of the rebellion
.it
.hi* count \.
1 !*• is known as “The < hristian Soldi*! ami Reformed Alan.” The lecture
,*-reise

w

I'm

**.

ill be free.

readers will bear in mind the opera of
Martha, on We iuesday veiling, the llth. We
hear that Miss Nickels will be complimented
Our

<

by a large attendance from her native town of
Seursport. The Leavenworth Times remarked
ot the company's ap[*earancc in that place in
Sept.
W- have but one thing to say of the rendition of the Opera of Martha last night, and that
is tnat it Was a grand and unparalleled mccess
—a success iu each and ever) feature.
Everybody was immensely pleased.
Building improvements upon tin; site of the
old grave yard. In-tween High and ! Inion streets,
■•uotinue to uncover bodies lliat were missed
when removals were made to the new cemetery.
Last week, in plowing down a bank near the
Jewett house three graves were discovered, in

which, however, scarcely anything remained.
The ,-offin plate of one was found, hearing the
inscription James Gilbreth, aged JO.” with
the Masonic square and compass. Air. Gilbreth was a mill wriglu, who lived at the Head
■J the u'i.l.-,
Masonic
was buried with
honors hi ltsso Major Timothy Chase attended
the funeral,
Cates & stii-kaey '-all attention to the notice
of their new u«i k nt lioots and shoes for the
fall and winter trade. They are reliable gentleand deal only in tirst lass goods, and sell
them al bottom prices. Give them a call and
A. 14. Mathews
satisfy yourselves.
men

—

having

purchased the stock of furniture from Blodgett
<fc Co., and added new goods, wishes his former
friends to give him a call. Mr. M. is an old
Land at the business and

thoroughly

under-

stands it. See iiis notice.—As will be seen Air.
Burkett has left for the western markets. Look
out for a big display on his return.—The Belfast ( ity Guards advertise a course of eight assemblies at Peirce’s Hall, commencing on next

Wednesday evening,
East Jacksok. E. C. Fenalson has a colt,
years old last Alay, that weighs ldOO lbs.
He wants to know who can beat it.
two

Liberty. There will be a public installation
of the officers of Liberty Lodge F. and A. M.
This

(Thursday) afternoon at
a turkey supper.

followed by

o'clock,

to

be

of

prominent

the

men

excepting about $100 worth of furniture; that
in fact he was poor and worthless, where lie
represented to her that lie owned the store lot
which lie

was

building,

and the lot and

which lie lived excepting
incumbrance on the house; lie had
bouse

oil

only $100

no title to
tlie -tore lot; that he built a store, perhaps Ids
personal property, on another man's land: that

the store

was

mortgaged; that lie had

no

title

the house or lot which has since come into
the hands of ids mother; that alter dying in
to

(left's, family a year and a half, he hat ing plated at storekeeping a year, and left it for schoolkeeping. bis wife turned u cold shoulder to her.
told her to go upon the town, which she lias
been compelled to do.
She says further, that deft, promised that
alter

collecting

and before

tlie money, he
would give her good security: that lie used (lie
money, has given her no security and lias turned her out to l be cold charities of the world.
Defense. Yes. i have received all of this
poor woman's money and spent it; yes. I mu
poor and unable to give security, 'i lie complain-

Using

ant knew that I hud failed in trade a short
time before I did not make the representations.
She came to live with me under an agreement
on my part to support her
during her natural
life, fur tlie sum of $600 and her furniture. 1
treated tier well and am sorry slie left, and am

don’t fail to visit

paragraph

being circulated among

is

the

newspaper “religious intelligence.'’
stating that at Palmyra village during a
baptism, while the hymn commencing
“Come Holy Spirit. Dove divine’ was
be mg

dove fluttered down and
alighted upon the head of the pastor Wo
don t like to appear skeptical, but would
like to enquire whether the writer is prepared to make "ath t" the truth ot that
sung,

a

41»

purchase

CALL AND EXAMINE
and ask
We

now

Children like the la-te of A earns. mV- Botanic
It cure- their cold- and piv\entsthe croup.

bung lever, common cold, catarrhal f-ver.
and n:i>al dis. barge ot a brownish color in
hqr-e-. may bo ehreeked at ounce t>v liberal use
of Sheridan's < tvalr Condition Powders,
cynical old bachelor -•>>-. -Id* a- are like
beards : men only get them when tliev are iri'own
and
women never have
up,
any."
ouglis and colds is rapidly
api.roehlng, and ei.-ry one should be prepared
1 1 check tlie first
symptoms, a> a cough coilrraided between now and < bristmas 1’requentlv
i;,-t
ail w inter•.
i'n* re i- no better remedy
than Johnson*- Anodyne Liniment. For ail
1
li-. i-c
of the throat and lungs il -hould be
use.I inti rnally and oxternuily.
tor

-ca.-on

one

thing which

I-

WIFI. COMMENT* A OJl'IlSF OF KHIll 1

Gatherings

in the South.

The polar region and a western t«ardor
( Arizona) always get
mixed up in Brown's
mind, “for," -ays he, “i- not each an airy zone,
eh y and walk- otf in perplexity.
Thk Lhi;a

Mk.i>i vi. Si »a r.ssoi. mi Ai.r,
Leading druggist- who have been in the business for half a lifetime, state- that th>*\ have
liver known a medicine to enlist the entire and
universal confidence ol the public, as rapidly
Hale's Hoiiev of Horehound and Tar Although
it has only been a few year«^in u-e, it. has already taken precedence ot all other medicines
advertised as remedies for Cough*. Colds, and
incipient Consumption, and its annual sales are
without ^parallel in the history of this da— of

preparation*.
l uoth-A

le

!

*r<•<*ps—<

ure

in

one

Western lawyer, who was defending a man
trial for wife-mu re r sought for -ome cup .union- and inocent phrase with which to describe
hi- client’s crime, and finally -aid, “lie winnowed her into Paradise with a fence rail.
A

on

A Mistake of the New York Herald.
W ith aW the erudition -f the editorial crop*
of the N. 5 Herald, one of its writers made an
egregious blunder in the use of a word in the
following sentence in an editorial on the loth
inst: *Mr. Scott, though elected a* a Cameron
man, has proved restive." The writer evidently
intended to convey another idea, as the word
restive i- defined by lexicographers to denote
“inclined or disposed to rest or stand still.*
There will, however, be much restlessness
with many after the 19th of November next,
when they learn that they have ini—ed the
• •bailee of making a fortune
by falling to embark
in tic
nterprise ol the Masonic Belief Association of Norfolk, Va, which at it* Lrand (iifi
Concert will di-tribute a number *f large
prizes. For particulars, address H. V. Muore,
Seet'y M. K. A.. Norfolk. \ a, or Branch OMie,-.
78 and nu Broadway. N. Y. City
Love i- an internal transport
.claimed
enthusiastic poet. “So i* a canal boat." -aid
old forwarding merchant.

50 cts
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HENCK’s
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addition
tin- lowest

to

in-

living

»ck win- h
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All,
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G. W. Burkett & Co.

complaints in thousands
inirfak*

about ii.

-old bv ;ili

is

no

Alt

d ry it

Druggists

to An

Unprecedented
LARGE TRADE

remedy you want for
internal and external use.
It has cured the above
There

search

obliged
ot

visit the '\ est. ru Markets
Omit Bargains and Novelties in
to

again,

til

I

lvsp.'tl

turd ay
Wiidli.

WO,MANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

A Book for Every Man.
>T published by tilt* Peabndv Medical iiw:it
au>\\

edition of tile celebrated medical w.,uk«

in no one case have
of the blood,
willing now to compensate her for wind she they tailed to more than accomplish all they arc
lias lost by me.
claimed to do. I will only mention one as
\ min t fm- deft.
remarkable,(though ! could give you dozens),
lienry Kosur, furniture dealer, of this place,
Fagler. t o. Att'v. for the State. M.-I.HIaii w ho was oee of the most pitiful
objects ever
for deft.
>cen. his face swollen out of
shape, scales and
Jacob M. Paul vs Robert Patterson, account '•ruption w ithout end, extending to his body,
which was
covered with blotches
annexed for SO cords of stave wood iiaulcd to and scales. completely
Nothing that lie took seemed t"
defendants mills in 1870,in February. March and
th-.
it a particle. I finally induced him to
try
bottles of the Golden Medicnl Discovery,
April, at an agreed price per cord, amounting I aw tew
ith daily use of the Pellets, assuring him it
to #177.
would surely cure him. He commenced its use
Defense. True the wood came into my bauds some six weeks since, taking two Pellets each
idght for a week, then one each night, and the
at that price, and off of land in which you bad
Discovery as directed. The result is, to-day
an interest as assignee of a bond for a deed.
his skin is perfectly smooth, and the scaly erupBut li is uneonsionable for you to ask pay, for tions an gone. He has taken some seven or
bottles in all, and considers himself cured.
you only paid #77 for the laud which cost your eight
This case had battled the skill of our best phyno legal claim on anyYou
have
#327.
assignee
sicians. Messrs. Dunsford A Co., druggists, of
body, not Oil your assignee John Sanborn; for tlii> place, arc selling largely of your medicines
to
he
when
he was in possession
assigned
you, and the demand steadily increases, and they
satisfactory in every case.
and continued in possession under an arrange- give perfect
W. II. CHAMPLIN,
Respectfully,
ment with you to haul to your mills the long
Agt. Am. Exp. Co.
lumber in discharge so fur. of your claim under
Dr. Clark Johnsons Indian Flood Syrup is
the assignment, which was in the nature of a
sold by S. A. Howes and < o.
2\vLS
mortgage. The short lumber lie was to dispose
Stop that cough! No one who has ever used
of to pay a #100 note to your brother towards
Dr. Morris syrup of Tar Wild Cherry and
the purchase price of the land, and the balance Hoarhound will be without it. As a
remedy
all throat and lung diseases, cure for Croup
for
was to pay his men and
supplies for operating.
of
and
no equal.
it
has
preventive
consumption
You have no claim on my son George therefore
.Relieves hoarseness, and takes away all the
who bought of Sanborn and paid in full, and 'distress of
whooping cough. Contains no opium
$77 over which he must lose; not any claim on and is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles 10
O. Poor & Son sole agents for
cents—Wm.
me who bought of and paid to George.
You
Belfast. Alfred Hooper, agent for Searsafterwards settled with Sanborn and passed
J.
A.
Jordan,
agent for Orland.
port;
Morris & Heritage,
receipts.
Philadelphia, Proprietors.
rteply. .So such arrangement. 1 sold this
lyric

Obituary notm s, beyond /'«t Dati, A 1:1m and Ayr
mas! be paid for.,
In this city, Oct. 17th, .Monroe M. Gray, aged
years.
In Petaluma, < »1 Oct. Kith, Noah (». ClaTk, a 11a
ti\e of Maine, ag< d a years and 4 months.
In Binghamton, N. Y Oet. JKth, Emily H
wife
of I>r. <ieo. F. Hand, and daughter of John S. ( aid
well of this city, aged vfs years.
In Waldo, Oct. •’f.ih, Mrs. Phebe Clements, widow
of the late Edmund ( Jements, aged 7'.' years and in
months.
In Ellsworth, .‘1st iii.-1., Mrs. Mary 1. Brimmer,
aged Ob years.
In Sullivan, Jltli insl., Jennie S., youngest daugli
ter of Charles W. and Rebecca A. Conner*-, aged
years, and 4 niontlis.
in Warren, Oct. tiCth, Mrs. Louisa M Statvlt. aged
50 years, 14 months and la days.
In St. George, Oct. t»0tli, Mrs. Mary A. .Simmons,
aged 84 years.
In Bootlibay, Oct. lsth, Leona'Bell Ikinton, aged
1 year
In Bristol, Oct. 11th, Kphruim Weeks, aged 15 yrs,
In Bootlibay, Oct. ^v*d, Mrs. Jane Shermau, aged
70 years.
In Boothbav, <>ct. I '.d, Frederick Bowden, aged 1C
years.
mmt
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ARRI\ ED.
Oct. f!7. ,Sells. Nellie, French, Boston; Exact, Parker, Bangor; Earl, Cunningham, Boston;
D- K. Arev, Roberts, Boston.
•f**.
l'iiita, Trask, Rockland; Nathan ('lifford,
Carter, Rondout; Hero, Harris, Bangor.
:;i. Empire, Ryan, Boston.
SAILED.
Oct. 'JO. Sells.Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Hero, Harris,
Nathan
do;
Clifford, Carter, Bangor.
JO. Florida, Gilmore, Jaaksonville
Exact,
Parker, Gloucester.
Nov. 4, J. P. Merriam, Clark. Boston.

UA\1», ALSO

'■Tin-} respectfully

announce

to the Ladies that in

They will offer to the trade

RARE BARGAINS !
And show- them the

Largest Assortment of these
goods ever seen m Belfast, the Drive will range
from 88.00 to $50,00

and

cause

I’Oih.N' y

rhojft,

>>r

Ner'oil's

cun

ot

E\u.\i

\ aiilu v,

•-11

j
1

and Loss of
and all

Em-

Premature Decline mi Man, >p«*ni itor
eininal Lusse- nocturnal m d diurn.-.l
and Physical Debility
II'. puehomii ;a.

Gloomy Forebodings, Mental Depression,
Energy, Haggard G ounteiiauit < ..nnisioii

Los-

JACKETS !

■■ have math*
arrangements with an experienced
K.N ITT UK. and will be enabled to show our customers, the neatest WOKSTE’D JACKETS
seen in the market.

HAND KNIT ONLY $2.50 !

oi

.Memory, 1 npun State of tile Ml

diseases arising from

the

■.

mtRon-w

J. C. THOMPSON’S.
Help Those

j

prices

-.

<

i«'

at t

ti•

N.

assortment

A Rook for livery Woman.
Entitled, SEXL AL PHVSlOl.bGY OF WtiJlA.N,
XXL) HER DISEASES, or. M 'omun treattd r /

biologically

and

Pathologically,in

health and disease,

Infancy to Old Age. with elegant Jllustrativ>
Engravings. >50 pages, bound in beautiful F-<mch
-loth. With the very best pre- jpth.ns for p
ail
mg diseases. Price §ti.00.
rum

A

Book lor

n

Peabody Institute has
book treating exclusive!;.

.1

Ihh!.>

also
ot

just pullL-h-d a
MKVui's and

nia

l

to an

v

part of the world, closely sealeu, postage paid. «.-i,
I receipt of price. Ur all three bowk ,-ent to one u*i•
dress at the same time on receipt
on!v .*.4.
Here
is offered over eight hundred and fifty
pages of tieablest and best printed and bound p-.-pi.iar inedicm
science and literature, on subjects t vital importance
to all, for only #*1—barely en -ugh to pay f a
mailing.
It should be borne iu mind that these great .Vedicai
Works are published by the lV altod.r ItleHirul
1 nMtilutv. an honored inst itution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, tin* rno.-t extra-

require or wish to knou.but
what is fully explained, and many matters >>f tin
most important and interesting charset < r are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the \ u- Disco
erics of the author, \vho>e experience b- such as pro!.
ubly never before fell to the lot ot any man, are given
:n full.
No person should be {without these valuasex can

either

I

j

N. B.

st.

(opposite Revere

The author and

consulted
diseases

on

.u

In*»tiii

House

11.

Svilirg

requiring

skim, axd expkuii

s<

lyl.*?.

hear of some case of
1
paralysis, softening ol' tin* brain or
*
some nervous disorder of the head resulting from the use ot hair prepara
tions containing lead,sulphur, bismuth
I or other mineral substance equally
I poisonous. That the use of these nivparationsis always attended with danis an undisputed fact, they are d\ *-s
F and should not be ust d for dressing thi
hair
What has long been needed is a preparation
like Bayoline, which is not a restorer or dye. contains neither lead, sulphur, bismuth or any mineral
substance whatever. It is a pure and harmless hair
dressing, keeps the hair from tailing out, promotes
its growth, eradicates dandruff, cleanses the scalp,
is not greasy or sticky, does not soil mid always
leaves a sense of cleanliness and comfort attained t*y
no other preparation; for its intended purposes it
has never been equalled.
Prepared by LEVI TOWER, Jk., Boston. Sold
everywhere by druggist, f»U cents a bottle. weowlS

Every day

subscriber offers for sale fit a low price, and
reasonable terms of credit, their Steam Saw,
Urist and Plaining Mills, together with Store,
Dwelling Houses, Land, &c., situated near Xewbern.
North Carolina. The mills are in good running older, the store has a good run of custom, and the
whole offers rare inducements to parties wishing to
^fcgage in the lumber business or merchandising.
Full particulars can be hud by addressing
4\V1S
DEAN LUMBER CO., N. wbern, X. t
The

on

>.■■

:

■>;

and druwt

s

inod 60

to.

R. F. CLARK.
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IX SI-LEX. 1I> SHADES FOK
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LOOK !

Boston Clothing Store No. 1 Kuytorcl
Block.
A. ANDREWS,
it a
ut ihi
g it with you

-1 A

—ANL) sFL

14LOO 15 S\ III IM

Hr Clark .luhnsun. J'tsn

un ••rsigned having purchased the
f tli<' abov. store former:.
de
BKA V. and a ided to ii a fresh
goods would su> to th* ririz* ns of lU lta'
ty that he intend' to k' ep a lirst class

B.

can

KNuXVLTON, High

Crockery,

a

good assortment ot

to

Baskets of ninnv kinds, all ot
sell at the lowest'price.*.

U.

public generally, when In
give

\V. K.

Belfast, October loth, isr*.—tt 1A.

Ladies’ l nderskirts

Havener’s String- Band!
FIRST Cl. VSS MUSIC FURNISHED FOR

CAN

BABBS, PARTIES,

BE OBTAINED AT

Leo. W. Burkett aSj Co’s

ASSEM BBIES. Ah’.
HEAD

BKAX.

cts”

LOW PRICES! FOR ONLY 50

HAVENER,

winch li

Having as above stated sold out my business to <
Sargent I would invite my old customers and tli
want of goods in his llu
to
him a call.

FANCY GOODS I
uml selling- at tivmendou*

B.

o

hn

Goods deliveredfroeto any Part of the Citv
C. H. SARGENT.'

STOCK OF

J.

ib

Stone, Earthen anil Wooden Ware

Including
engages

•

an<

<

Among tin* many article- too numerous to meutlo:
you will lind
FLOCK of every grade bv tile Burrel or Bag. MO
LASSE.'. PORK, LAKH, 'AL'l. SCt.AK. 10HACCO. I HOIl K i EAS PIKE -I I' i
OirKO.V.EN-OU'II OI KKAMS.HOl I ’•
FI> MEAL, OKAIIAM FI."I K.OA I
Mi.Al., CRACKED 'VIIi.Al,
&C-, &c., &c.

be

Also

'AND

>ck

City, X. J. GROCERY STORE

remedy

CALL AND TRY \ BOTTLE.
(
fa
L—tf 16.

DRY

?t

F

M

FROST & HANEY,
At tlie -tore oj PRANK
street, and no where else

rill

'pill'
1. n

IN VIGOR AT 1- THf UVKR Purifies ihe
Blood,'Loiiv* the .vouu-eh, R» in;biter the Bow
els,-Quiets the Nen es, Acta upon the Kidneys, • ipens
tlie Pores of th• Skiu, \o.

[1
£

This valuable and much sought
had In this cit v from the a genu

f-

N

DR. CLARK JOHNSON'S INDIAN

Prepare.! Iiy

LOOK!!
A

NO. 8, IViAiiN STREET.

A VALUABLE REMEDY !

we

MILL PROPERTY FOR SALE

attended

WORSTEDS!

ML\> KATRA UKA\T RLA K
B1 AVLK
.JVLK' OA h onlv S
A LsBl*RV
ML S
CHINCHILLA
< )VER
1
OA'l > bound erv !:ju.d-*ou-.«
.0 "0 carl..
MLV- ALL WOOL < ULv
li L.V KLAi L!Ls
•>. S :•
and S U‘
each
tilv S
MEN- LKAY MELR» 0 v':.RcOATs. on!
$6.'o o! i.
l l.N'L BLACK $t PUT. ALL X\ 00L OVER
c ir o
11A IS. s idling
liu.-!i<sortin: tit i.;t TRICOT
onstoioly >ii L.iii'l
\ a i. it \V•»i;- i LL>
!»' v<
o' s
'T\
>u
price#
ALL -v< Nil. SCI r>
si 4.00 i
t::• i >•••'.•!•■■ great bargain?. K*
all early it \on
nien^bc-r t he place.

!'

OQUIN1NE

W O FL K.

description promptly

~

c-v*.'K* each

-•

in the world.

8-iT V' ople who contemplate purchasing stores
and t iff wan- e .1! do well by calling on me befor- gomu ing had large » xp* rlenct* i
-.g e!-"where
the
ousiuess am satistieu that 1 can give satisfaction.

i'l.Ai K AT.I. 1.1N 1.1' PA N L
per "air
MMNS Kt.ALLL'- oi.L r-i
tea
..- A
111 V .IIL I.A < 'VI LA o\ 1> vS.O ear
Ml.Vs BLACK !>t.A\ Lit OYLRf OAl's, only

N.

consulting physicians can be
disease*-, and all

Of all

THE CHEAPEST YET!
All p -fleet undershir.a

t store

JOB

r**-.I

Boston. Mass.

all the above named

and be

J i( Si !•','!>

The press throughout the country, rtie
clergy and the medical facuitv generally hgh!\ extol
these extraordinary and iisefui uorks.
flu- most

Bulfinch

WYOMING STOVE

km:

ClitlHiiW
m

manufacture, Also Furnace Work*
Ware, Lamps, Oil, See.

'pecmfonir and examine the newest

a

i

i>T.x*]v.

ioih I

.'lade

j

ble books.

fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabolv Mi.ihi

of

Tin
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urge It.-
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Help

© TO YES

T. COLBURN

i »i u
t .anm-;i>. i i li.visi;
11 at and tips, s.
Su;..ug at v c-rv

1, £ i uy

o

du

the

^

Muss.

hand, also

Boston (lot hi nStore, j

d.

Bger

mMmttBSisgk

*

to

Having recently purchased tin- -fuck and trade of S.
>.
H KUsh'i
will keep constantly on hand a
rgt

t»t the best

"i iij'.l
i.'

It

I

*
SPINNEY, Bankrupt.
DISTRICT OK MAINE, S.S.—At Belfast, the 28th
day of October A. D. 1871.
TITHE undersigned hereby gives notice of his npA pointment as assignee of William p. Spinney,
of Stockton, in the County of Waldo, and State of
Maine, within said District, who has been adjudged
a Bankrupt upon Ids own Petition, by the District
Court of suid District, tiled Sept 25th, 1K743wls
JOSEPH WII4LIAMSON, Assignee.

'!
v\

Try

Host a: in r. hah ic

HOOT !
.:\vsiv-> on

Who

Themselves."

a

_

m,

1
which has long been
^Something
W
needed.

In the District Court of the Cnited States for the
District of Maine.
In the matter ofj WILLIAM Q. I
1,1
,
,,
k
t
Bank,uPti>.

pegged Shoe to

'■.'•■d Stock of Leather

V
!•

M.ad

HAIR
TOiiO.

BANKRUPT NOTICE.

h»*;v.

l.MPOKTVNT

.»:

indiscretions or c.\oes<es of mature •, ,u
is, indeed, a book l'jr '•'.ere man, young and
middle-aged men in particular. ;:oo pages. Pound in
aeantiful French cloth illustrated, price only ? 1
»r

4

WORSTED

a

YM

u.

SEEF-PRlvSERA VTION 1 t
Mood, how lost, bow regained and how j,. .’•petuated

either

"

DIEI >.

impure

<>.\

-A T-

BOOTS I

it.

<

In .Searsport Oct
I>y R<v.J.G Adams, ( apt.
J. H. Park and Miss Eva W.
lifford, both ot S.
hi Morrill, Sept. lath, by I. K. Mears, Esq., Mr.
Tolmaii Bowen of Morrili, and Mrs. Beular A. San
born, ot \\ aide. Also by the same Oct. noth, Mr. .1.
F Hull of MuntvilK, and Miss Etta L. Kenney of
Morrill.
In North Haven. Oct.
Mtii. by Eleazer 1 rabtree
Esq., Mr. Austin B. \ mal, of \ inalhaven. and Miss.
<
(Jeorgie A. rabtree of North Haven.
In \Yaldoboro. Oct. 5th, Mr. Loren \Y Hullowell
of Gardiner, ami Miss Clara L. OrtT of Walduboro.
In Bristol, (.kit. 17 th. Alonzo Nash, ot Malden,
Mass., and .Miss Cretin P>. Munk of Waldobon
In Ellswortb.‘.Htb insl Mr. Edward A. Hot-kinand .Miss /illie K McFarland, both ot 'I'rentou.

CALF

SELLING LOW

KIP,

COWHIDE,

;

ordinary works on Physiology ev< r published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married r >.• /17/e *>/

j

MARK I ED.

1

Term:

<

Owing

CITY BLOCK.
I have a large portion ot my -rook directly of the
iUHLufavturi •. and am prepared to gi\ e as gocal bargain; as can in- lota d in tics -diy. I have a large
'took ol

MANHOOD.

bound hi substantial muslin, pr.ee $...
Either of the above books are sent by

i

Family
is of all others

cases.

a

MENTAL DISEASE’S, more than u1111 n.i 1-.,!
royal octavo pages, twenty !*-gant '-agr.i iugs.

e h old

SHOE STORE.

\V

new

and

at

Pronto. Valisas anil Trawling Bags :

I'll*-

'he

of

75

titl* i

COFFINS!

Bilious
Colic, Pain in the back,
bowels or ide, we would
the

call

ar

W. T. COLBURN’S

A

J1

stomcah.

Panacea

prices,

BI TTOX

OF

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &c.

Will
You
Why
Suffer ?
To all persons sufl'ei; ng
from K leumatism, Neu-

say,

A X I>-

prime stock ■!' the above

->

MiSN’S BOYS' & CHILDREN'S

50 cts.
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or

>

FRENCH KID

CONSTANTLY ON HAND

CASKETS

limbs

CROCKERY

-*»

It you want t
e a
tide-, and a' M-ry Ion

]*V“it!

PAIMTED SETTS !

ASH AMD
i.

the

LEATHER & FINDINGS !

!

in

Spring Beils, Mattresses anil Feathers!

in

Boots, shoos aY Rubbers

•

Also a nice assortment ot
iinplaint and Dyspepsia are the causes t two
third.-of the case*'oi Uon.-umption
Many persons
complain ot a dull pain in the -air constipation,
coated tongue, pain in the shoulder blade,
ievTiugo: irow-ine." aud restlessness,!In^food
lying heav'd’
1 would cull special attention to one stock ot
« n the
stomach,accompanied with acidity and beh
wimi.
ihes*
-nmonia
jug up
u.diy originate
front a disordered condition of the stomach or a
torpid liver. Persons so affected, if they take one or
two heav y colds, and if t'.e cough in these cases be
lu those who have o purchase 1 would sav F have
suddenly checked, will find the stomach and liver them all grades, trom the lowest
price that thev .-an
clogged, remaining torpid aud inactive, and almost po-bihly In- sold lor. to the nicest U'ALM I and
belore they are aware the lungs are a mass ol sores,
KOSI WOOD.
and ulcerated, the result of which is death.
tf^RF MEMBER THE Fi ACE.J*#
Nchenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an < xpectorant which
does not contain opium or anything calculated ?■>
1 1
70 Main Street, Belfast Me,
check a cough suddenly. >chenck’s 'Seaweed Tonic
A. B. MATHEWS.
dissolves tin- food, mixes with tin- gastric juices of
th -stomach, aids digestion and creates a ravenouaj.petite. When the bowels are costive, skin sallow,
or the symptoms otherwise of a bilious tendency
Veto nek’s Mandrake Pills are
required. ib.ebun dicines are prepar -cl only bv
•J IP ."CHENCK & SUN
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch streets, Phihi
And are for salt- by all druggists and dealers.
1 'r. >cheuck will be at tlie uvi.x a House, Bosion. on the following Wednesdays
October ;th
and gist. November fth and lbth, and December ■„ i, !
10th and doth.

-'ramps

are

LOT

) l'

(

—

LADIES AND MISSES'

hamuli:, i lablhi: si // >.lai:i. >i:
1 AB1.LS MAHULL .1 II <>nl> I "1‘.
I
UATTUEES, IVHAI XOTS, 117,77/.Ur DESK*. U'nJlh TMU.r'.
■’if/ 7 OnJC/.XH f, LASS I. ^
L.\ IL.Xsln.X TAB LI. s
d SW-L BOAltDs

t

ralgia,

which

HANDSOME

elsewhere.

purchasing

H. W, IU RkETT cV: CO.

looms :

>1(11

only mediein-- that will curt* Pulmonary
•
msumption. J- requently medicines that stop a
cough will <'lcu-i >11 the death ol tin- patient they
lock up rhe liver, -top the circulation of the blood,
hemorrhage follows, and in fact, they clog the action
the v* rv organs that caused the cough.
1 P er
Art-

ra.

lit.'t'i ir.•

FURNITURE!!

w uai i

all

Pi

:in

a til idled with dyspepsia, liver deranged and an
almost perfect prostration of the nervous sysSo rapid and complete did the Discovery
tem.
eject a perleci cure that it seemed more like
magic and a perfect wonder to myself, and
since that time we have never been without
a bottle of the Discovery and Purgative Pellets
in the house. They are a solid, sound family
physician in the house and ready at all time’s
to fly to relief of sickness—w ithout charge. We
have never had a doctor in the house since we
lirst began the use of your Pellets and Discovery, I have recommended the ise of these
medicines in several severe and complicated
as

making large

Street.

Main

AX I)-

MAIM STREET

70

■

an

Si. Elmo, 111.. July s. 1*74
IF V. I‘ikr« i:, M. I)., Buffalo, N.Y.:—I wi-h
to add iny testimony to the wonderful curative
properties of your Alt. Ext., or Golden Medical
Discovery, i have taken great interst in this
medicine’ since I first u>ed it. I was badly

from,

BLODGETT & CO.’S

will

(
i. \s

Several members of the op'

1 h* -ale oi lo.serveU .-eats will begin on
Nov. rth, at 'h* Book Mure ot Mr M p
< '< M K
Opera will begin promptly -it s o'clock
Hate- at :u r.

ha> roimi r or r

A

17

j

LOOK AT OTIt STOCK OF

oncerts,

tact iu arrange
exhibitions of vocal

Reserved Seats

FIELD & MATHEWS.

1 for tin- benefit of
who sutler from N 1.K
V<ICS_DI.K1LITV, 1«»N ,,, MA.MlOUD. e|e.
urr
n<Written l-v
supplying th> it;•an# ->r s..
whu cured himscil after undergoing considerable
and
sent
li
e
on
a
di
quackery,
receiving post paid
reeled envelope.
Sutierers are ia\i!ed to address the author.
NA 1 II YNil.L M Y VEAtlL
P. O. Box K> Brooklyn, N. Y
molUsp

Sen

<

or

A. B. MATHEWS General Admission

A,.! i-

>.

ordinary

weary of the
ithout unity of design
are

*•

1

warnin'.;
imp ..IHE:

l'AVSON, Basso,

usually cut, on account of tlieii difficulty, in if, g: uoral presentations of the work, wdl be restored, and
one quartette placed in its original portion, which,
‘••
with a •=ingr• exception, has iu
u jiv -nii' th;
country.

The most reliable and safe vegetable sub-t I' uo- tor
Castor Oil ever compounded." Instantly reliew-Colic, Cramps. Diarrluea and all diseases ot Children
Teething. Causes natural and healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother and child, regulates the bowels, as
siumlates the food, and builds the child right square
up from severing, punv w eakness, r<. Mr- ng and ro
bimt healrii. A perfect MEDh'INE
H ES I FOR
Ol R 1.1 I ! LIl o.M >-.
ONLY
LN IS, bv all
dealer-.

v

w

music.

OIL.

will be neatly

A NEW

BLANKETS!

CLARK, Tenor.

the masterpieces of the modern composers. Tin
opera will be presented with full and -orrect costumes, and in ail respects except chorus and orche-.
tra, the work will be presented us upor. the Italian
or English stage.
The story will be
ul entirely bv

LA IT. OF TIIE FIRM OF

Indisputable Evidence.

states

S3.50

TRAVELERS.

«.

care

xecuted.

~

rnent, are too frequently simply
gymnastics, and therefore neither serve to illustrate
the ideas of the great masters of music nor to gratiiy
the taste of the general public. This fact Induced
the forming of this company, with the intention of
presenting operatic works iu the be>r possible manner in an inexpensive style, and at admission
prices
within the reach of ali, thus enabling lovers of ♦ hi.charming music to become somewhat familiar with

HALL !

Tickets for Single Assembly,

*

WELLS,

•Htf

long time been generally known r.h-it

a

people

which,

of’carriage

In a breach of promise case al Fort Wayne,
the lover was lbmid guilty of writing “ini hart
beet ownlv for the mi darling hiinny.”

arising

1

the

—

Tickots for the Course,

-o

There lias heeli niiicli written lat«*v that iver\
diibiou- about political gathering- and
• •outlet of race-,
yet there 1- oue class of gatherings a:l over tie- South about which then. i- not
ev en
the shadow of doubt, namely, gathering
the purpo.-e of pur* basing the i-maining tickets
fur die next and last Lift < meert ot the Library
<*i Kentucky, to come otf November do.
The
South ha- been impoverished, and a rea-on:<!de
liar* .,f that $*2,r»00.t»00 then to he distributed will be very acceptable.

cases

A

tastefully

——

Eve., Nov. 11 th

PEIRCE'S

DO elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up
expense of "ijChm'.ouo. EVvator, -team and all mod
♦-in improvements
European Plan. The M KtoT4 ril44T». i.iinc!, Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best tin- markets can furnish.
The /i-iht is unsurpassed. Room- fora single
per
-oa. $1.>' and S-’ per day, rich s,;i(ts for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the my aed
traveler- can live inure luxuriously, for less money
at tht iiKAND LNIoN, than at any other first-via
Hotel in the dry. Stages and Cars pass the 11 ot—i
d. 1
V
every minute 10; .ill parts of tm-ciry
1
l). (lARItlsnN, Manager-.
rspl*'

an

and

Mr, J, A, Howard, Pianist & Director. BL A
HEETS
It has for

—

of the

NICKELS, Soprano,

Mr. LRtVARD 8.

ASSEMBLIES !
Wednesday

charge

Millinery Department!

pur-

chase if satisfied-

Nov, lliti, 74,

Mr. CHARI IS II.

<.r !« uv- rim Pity of N'FW YORK,
annoyance and expense
hire and
at the (.R44l> I 4 104 1IOTI1L op-

I'i'Hl.tsHKb
V'O
Ml.-

prices, and

selves, learn

Will take

for them-

Mrs. FLORA F. BARRV, Contralto.

CITY GUARDS

britth that il
'■nnuot-even be named without breaking It. and
that is -iS lice.

Pske--

'll" CLARA IS.

lwls*

HALE'S
FOR CASTOR

examine

MRS, R. F. WELLS

in-

are

VOCALISTS.

THE BELFAST

The management have determined to have the
draw ing ol the Fifth ami Fast (jilt Concert of the
Public Library >•’ Kentucky on oth day of Novcm
ber next. W e believe now that all the ticket- wi.l
be
nti, and that the drawing will be a full one, but
whether all are sold or not, the drawing will nev« 1rheless certainly come otf on the day appointed.
The special object ot' thi.- card is to call a meeting
ot the ticket holders at Public Library Hall, on the
"th of November, to make arrangements m connection with the committee appointed by the Trusts s to superintend the^cuunting of the tags reprt
seating the numbers of tickets m.Id. While there ino actual necessity for the presence of ticket holders,
us under our arrangement the interests of all are
equally cared lor, at the same time 1 would greatly
prefer That as many of those interested sis can, would
attend this meeting and see each for himself how
perfectly fair ami impartial the distribution must be,
Every arrangement has been made lor the drawing
—but little mor< than a month remains fertile sal*
of the remainder of the tickets, and whatever idone must be done promptly
1 H«F. Bra.M t.TTI
Agent and Manager
Loi.i-cille. K
Oet.T.’., 1-7 L—spv.'wl7.

SUBSTITUTE

All

ORNAMENTS.

B. F.

CATES & STICKENY.
Belftt-;, Nov j, 1374. tf lv

A

i-

Wednesday,

new

over
at an

ougli Balsam.

of business.

Squuc

A CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

When you visit

AND

most

And a'.! work entrusted to her

prepared
a

largest and

vited to call,

ON Tin. EVENING OF

to mend rubbers without
process. We are the only
ones in town who hold the right to mend rubbers by
this new invention. Bring in your rubbers and try it.
tore under Journal Offce, Custom House
are

PATCHING, by

of the

place

prices.

our

Flowers, Silks,

carefully selected STOCKS of
goods ever offered for sale at his

MARTHA!

any rirm

-sell them as low
in this city.

can

fh~ra

—_OF-

posite the (illAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has

Pill*. Potions anil Pungencies.

1 he

Flotw'.i Chunuimj and Fof.'a-

goods only of the best maker8

onr

FEATHERS,

It is sufficient to

say that he is daily receiving,
by boat and rail, additions to
one

Rubber Goods of all Kinds I

Feit Hats!

to

the counter.

SCOTCH EDGE. T liis is something en
tirely new and cannot fail to suit.

WV

useless

attempt to
goods or quote
prices, which will he given at

Boots

English Walking

is

enumerate

-WILL GIVE

PUBLIC LIBRARY OF KENTUCKY.

save

It

BOSTON ENGLISH

Ware's Best Button Bools !

Lauies’

NOTICES.

TO

for the fall and winter trade.

Grierskon’s best French Kids.
P.

,\Ve have

making purchases

REDPATH’S

Best Hand Made, Boxed Toed calf Bools!

LliTUHT rOK L'KT

IMPORTANT

HALL.

goods

IN AID OF THE

stop

statement.

»

ITMH

store and examine these

MEN S & BOYS' THICK BOOTS !

a

SPECIAL

our

others—

the bowels cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep, ii contains neither miuerals, morphine
or aieohoJ and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rc-t.
lyls

1

HAYFORD

We have an entirely new stock on hand for the
Fall and Winter trade comprising among mauy

and

j
!
|

just returned from
GOODS that himself and his sis- Boston with a Splendid Assortter have just returned from ment of
the Boston market where
they
STRAW, VELVET. AND
have been

WORKINGMEN,

of!

minute.

Defense. Wrong form of action.
On suggestion of court, pill', withdraws the
action from the jury. The ease is compromis-

on

Nugent Ambler, late of thel’. N army, will
deli v**; ;i lecture in i I ay ford Hall, on Friday
n -\t.
e\cn.iig
Subject—Hereism of the old
world and new
in the picturesque Highland
ustuwe, he will give an exhibition of sword

one

pleasure in announcing to all
purchasers of DRY & FANCY

pronounce

MECHANICS,

t’AsiuKt v
more than a suostituie for Castor Oil.
Jt i- the only
article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate

Mr. Thaikleus j

to

oast s(v. -oiDi' twenty minutes ahead of the
lhev make quick work at the
Richmond.

landings.

—A

the day she dictated and signed her will, her
intellect was as clear as when in perfect health.
True, the legacy to the Spiritualist- was void I S
I’h'-r
for uncertainty, but did not indicate any mental
on

Fatajl Accident

Brooksville. received, a few days ago. the melaiieholly news of the death of his only son
(_'harle> L. Shepurdson from an an ideut at .Sutm
'funnel, Nevada, a place where quite a number
ot Ka.-tern young men were employed
1 i• had
the u\ eisigiit of the ears which were run out ot
the tin,1,. 1 and their contents dumped off from
a high trestle work into the deep \ all*
y beneath.
•Sonn thp or four had been pushed t< the dumping place, and as he stepped out to them the
trestle work gave away and lie was precipitated
down some thirty feet and his bod\ around the
middle was caught between two of the broken
cars.
Xum ol his limbs were broken, but he
was -o badly hurt internally that lie died next
day after enduring mu-Ti suffering which he
bore witii great fortitude. He was & most estimable y mngman, eneigctie and enterprising,
moral aiidupright.
His death is an irr*q arable
lo>s to ni- parent-, and -adly impresses all who
knew hiii'.
Prog. Age.

.1. L>. Pulsifer, Reporter.
liu.s. Bradstreet. aplt. from deem* of dud:"
of Probate, approving the will of Abigail Bi .idstreet, late of Montv ilie.
The case shows that Abigail Bradstreet, a

and

fcND

Shepardson.

jrutiK barrows, prksidino

other.

At

Sad

one

FARMERS,

A;.-., have been received. We will
circular contain mg i-ertificiite#, the reeilie. jfcv., gratis. to any one requesting it. One
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment N
worth one hundred dollars for -weenied horses
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Mockowner-—these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should be without them.
“White wrapper for family use
Yellow wrap;*>0
for
animal-.
Sold by all Druggistper
,1. 15.
cents per bottle; large bottles, tfl.on.
<
<*
Rom: A
Broadway, New York

send

explain than we can -pare. To make the story
-hurt, the plaintiff- got the ease. The defendant
except- and carries the ease to the lull court.
MeLellan tor plttf*. Fogler for defence.

Langley, Lecturer;

Judicial

one

ning tunnus.

record admission goes for

Judson Emery and others against Joseph <
J.u kson
A law case, in which plaintiffs, who
aiv admitted to be children and
legal heirs of
Kevi Emery, deceased, of Montville, sue for
eight-ninths ot his homestead. The ease w:imucli mixed, ami would require more room to

of

Supreme

no.

Verdict
Abbott with John-011 for plaintiff. MeLellan with FWgler for defendant.

an

J. D. Jones, Treasurer:
AN
Beni. Ham, Steward; Mrs. <
Bradford.
Stewardess; C. G. Hall, Assistant Steward;
Charles E. Bovveu, Chaplain ; (.Gorge Webber,
Gate Keeper; C. AY. Bradford, Secretary; .Airs.
C.H. Xealley,Cere*; Mr-. M. J. Dow, Pomona:
Mrs. F. G. Hall, Flora.
The Grange commences with about 25 charter member-.

that

•

for

oyster supper,
in which about 200 of th«* Masonic fraternity
and their bettor halve- participated.

M.

and with hardly an exception every
them the best stock in town.

wounded are healed without a sear, 'flic recipe i> published around each bottle. They sell
as no articles ever before sold, and they sell be
cause the}
do just what they pretend to do.

nothing.

installed on Saturday evening by R. AY.
John H. Gordon of Brooks. The installation
were

The Boston and Portland boats are making
excellent time in their endeavor to make the
first landings on the bay and river. On Tuesday morning the Cambridge came in at half

lav

ca-c,

NOTICE. T. W. Pitcher takes

BOOTS & SHOES!

larger than Sanborn’s and nothing was coming 'rtiose who now > utter from rheumatism, pain
to you, you backed out.
My -on sued vou and : or -welling deserve to suffer if they will not use
vou defended 011
the ground that my books j Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than
-bowed the credo given to sauboru and that 1000 cei tiiicates of remarkable cures, including
w as not in
vour promist
writing. I lost my frozen limb-, chronic rheumatism, gout, run-

woman

\

-•

live new style pungs for I s. Staples of Brooks.
are decidedly a “nobby" article, and are
buiit in the very best manner and of the best of
material.

They

<

300 ton-

:*

charge.- and credits to Sanborn.
claimed to take Sanborn’s place. 011 my
-on’s book-, lie therefore in gross charged
over to you the supplies and credited you with
1he lumber. W hen von found his hill was
^ ou

MILLINERY I

CELEBRATED

year than have all other pretended'remedies since the world began. They are counterirritant, all-healing pain relievers. Cripples
throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the
in

books mad*

twenty-

usual.

as

Mi
v-

Jackson. Eli Cook ha> retired from business, having disposed of hi.- store and goods to
I. >. Ricker.
Mr. N. P. Davis, is just completing

eider mills at Mathews Bros.’s factory.

1 wo

a

FALL AM) WINTER

is true,

They have produced more cures
of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds,burns,
salt rheum, earache. Ac., upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, &e., upon animal-

Kejoiuder. True, 1113
was
minor, but
1 had long before given him his time and he
"atrading for himself. I had no interest in
his store* nor -uit.
True, he did in his suit
credit you with the lumber; but he had on his

water mark it is built of solid -tone work, and
the remainder of the d.stance of eobwork and
piling. The cost is about $3000.

ijui it

strong language,

1 bold you to your record admission that this
lumber was mine. My settlement with Sanborn
did not cover these charges.
son

is

This

Wear-

um 8 sTicHtn

which

is

are

ing

Lnot rewill not

ber; whatever Sanborn paid towards the land
he paid by strippingit. Besides in a suit against
me for the very supplies, you credited me
with this lumber; true, you lost your suit, hut

Xortiiport. The new wharf at the Wesleyan Campground is completed. Jt i> 200 feet
long, by 00 feet wide. From the shore to low

rap-

Thousands of People

lich the

the assignment of his bond and afterwards
took a right out deed from my brother. The
value of this land was largely in the lum-

L nitv. Mr. Peter Moulton writes to say
that his wife, whose bed: was recently found on
tire, did not indulge in smoking in her bed—but
that she was sitting by the lire when left, and
fell upon the bed, which was found in lltunes.
•She died on Tuesday.

giving.

<

lumber to you. Your son was a minor. Sanborn had no legal title to the land. I then bad

the State: and A. Leason manufactures
upwards of 20,000.

About tittle to be fatting turkeys for Thanks-

Howes and

F. Littlefield annually Manuvests for markets outside

factures about 50.000

New York!

:-a\e

Prompter, j

Motice i

QUARTERS AT

HAVENER S OYSTER SALOON ! SEARSPORT SAVINGS

BANK !

PIERCE’S BLOCK. Belfast, Mo.
received
terms
orable
DEPOSITS
depositors
State, nml dividend
on

to

BURKETTS
—STOCK OF—

PAISLEY SHAWLS
Are a'.It

acting the attention of the Ladies.

PRICES FROM $7 TO $40.00

For

M

Rent_or

Sale 1

ONE OF THE NEW HOUSES WITH
ami a half of land, situated on Belmont A\ euue. Terms Easv. Enquire of
•Twir
GEO. G. WELLS.

the

and November.
M. and 1 to 1 1‘. M.
JAS G.
HAS. t. (iOUIK»N,

oi

May
,,,

......

as liberal and i'»ti
us anv Savings Bank
declured on 'unielhe Hi
Office hours from yt<- 12

PENDLETON,

Treasurer.

Presb'ant

fuuoslff.

Gimps. Bugle
j Ornaments.
Trimmings,
Fringes. Yak
Jet

Laces, Malta Laces.
Buttons & Dress

Trim-

mings of all kinds Cheap !

one acre

GEO. W. BURKETT’S

1

t

Music

in

Camp.

A Runaway Marriage.
They have clandestine matches down in
the British provinces, perhaps not so fre-

Two armies covered hill and plain,
Where Rappahannock's waters
Ran deeply crimsoned with the stain
»>f battle's recent slaughters.

!

clouds lay pitched like touts
In meads of heavenly azure :
\nd each dread gun of the elements
>h'pt in its high embrasure.

The summer

their Yankee neighbors, but
still they have them. The Chignecto Post
tells the story of one as follows—

quently

blew, it made

so

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

as

On Tuesday afternoon. Amherst was
electrified by the rumor that a runaway
softly
lorest leaf to quiver,
pair ol lovers arriving on the noon train
\tni the smoke of the random cannonade
had had the silken cord that hinds two
Rolled slowly from the river.
happy hearts tied at Christ Church, and
V.i 1 now. where circling hills looked dow n
the excitement at once became, intense to
With cannon grimly planted.
find out who and what they were. The
0*«t tin listless camp or silent town
reporter of the Post ascertained that the
The golden sunset slanted.
young lady belonged to St. John, and the
When on the fervid aiiythere came
gentleman occupied an .official position in
A strain, now rich, now
tender,
Halifax. They were both of the highest
The music seemed itself aflame
social standing, and their mutual regard
With day's departing splendor.
had extended over several years, the imFederal band, which eve and morn.
pediment to the union being the one so
Flayed measures brave and nimble.
well known in novels—the stern and UnHad .Hist struck up with flute and horn
And lively clash of cymbal.
yielding refusal of the parents—of the lady
in this instance. Love laughs at lockDown flocked the soldiers to the banks
smiths, and alter they had waited for years
1 i'.l
margined bv its pebbles,
one wooded shore was blue with
and one attempt had been toiled, they
“Yanks."
And one w as gray with Rebels."
were only eager to devise another, which
I lifti all was still: and then the band.
they did. On Thursday the young lady
left home to pay a visit to her friends at
\\ ith movement light and tricksy.
Made stream and forest, hill and strand.
Sackville, who were to meet her there.
Reverberate with “Dixie."
Previously the gentleman learning her
He conscious stream, w ith burnished
!
had determined that Amherst
glow. movements,
W ent
proudly o'er its pebbles,
—only nine miles from Sackville—should
I bit thrilled
iN
throughout
see the consummation of his
deepest flow
hopes. AcWith yelling of the Rebels.
cordingly he took the train for Amherst
V- m a pause, and then again
on Monday, bringing two
clergymen to
I !i’ trumpet pealed sonorous.
tit1 the knot, and his next friend to assist.
And
'i anker Doodle" was the strain
The next friend was despatched to
io which the shores gave chorus.
Moncton to meet the lady and accompany
laughing ripple shoreward flew
her on her journey, especially to blulf oil'
1
kiss tin* shining pebbles—
the lady’s friends at Sackville who might
1 "Ud shrieked the >warming Bovs in Blue
be troublesome, and get safely landed at
Defiance to the Rebels.
Amherst. The next friend was to know
Aim v«-t once more the
bugle sang
the lady by the blue ribbon in her hat,
A b *\ »■ the
stormy riot:
that is if he could not recognize her by
A'> shout
upon the evening rang—
rheir reigned a holy quiet.
her photo.
The next friend arrived at
-Moncton, saw the blue ribbon, and the
I !
-ad. slow stream its noiseless flood
T Hired o'er the
charming face beneath, and was half disglittering pebbles;
Ad Ab ut now the Yankees stood.
posed to tie envious at his friend'.' luck.
All silent 'loud Hie KebeN.
His duty was easy enough till Saekvillo
was reached, when the lady’s excitement
Yo
imjespoti-ive soul had heard
i’iiat plaintive note appealing.
and agitation finally became intense.
d
111 ‘Home. .Sweet Home" had stirred When the train stopped there, the lady’s
i he hidden tounts of feeling.
uncle appeared on the scene, exploring
< ••
blue .-r gray, the soldier s,-.
the cars
When he passed cur fugitives,
by the wand of fairy.
the lady had1 a water-proof thrown careWage 'in ath the li\r oak trees,
lessly over her shoulders and hat, and
I'he eabiti by the prairie.
was stooping down
examining her satchel.
>r .old or warm Ids nuti\>k e
The next friend, who by the way possessle nd in their beauty o’er him;
ed all the ttnpri ssion of a long beard and
-;
n through the tear-mist in his
eyes
spectacles was busy hiding the lady's
His loved ones stand before him.
features. The uncle went out. evidently
\
tad.-s the iris after rain
dissatisfied with his search, and the train
in April's tearful weather.
moved on. In the mean time the \oting
1'h- vision anished as the strain
man ,ti that state :
And day light died together.
*
the very ecstaey of love
ibit m> m -y\ waked by music's art
Whose violent properly forgets itself
Kxpressed in simplest numbers.
And
leads
the will to desperate undertaking'',*'
•:Liv.i the sternest A an keeks heart.
M.ub light the Hebei's slumbers.
was harrassed and distracted by a hundred
tears of possible disaster, and the exerMi i lair the f-rm of Music shines
i'hat 1 right .•-•lestiai ereature,
i tions of his clerical friends were put to
A ho still ’mid war's .-mbattled liues
the test iu quieting his doubts and anxiet* \ve this one toueh of nature.
ties. On Monday night they imagined
they had taken him into some degree of
The Sign of Distress.
reason and calmness, and all retired to
r'i
I M 11» B A UK Eli.
rest at Morrison's. Before midnight, however their hopes were
destroyed, the disM-•-■
drear night in the cheerless Detempered lover tapped at their door and
cember,
asked them the question that staggered
1 w a' a nigh* only lit by a meteor’s
gleam;
them: "Suppose she does not come—
l'v.is the night of that night. I *listiiu tlv remember,
what shall I do with the license'f
I bat m\ '"ill jonrin'Ved forth on the
wingCome, she did, however—and vour reol- a dream.
porter need not record the meeting—the
e dr- am i-.und mhappy bv true friends drive to the church—the impressive ser'Urrounded.
vice, and the departure yesterday by the
with
Knioying
rupture the comforts of wealth; train to Halifax, followed
by many kind
d'up overflowing with blessings unbounded,
heart fii!!\
barged from the fountains of wishes that they may continue :
*
*
health.
The- happiest of the kind 1
Whom gentle stars unite, and in one fate
1 but divam 1 <• t't in* wjvtrhed—by friendship
Their hearts, their fortunes, and their beforsaken;
ings blend."
i *• ■‘-•••ted, <k-spairing and
wrapped in dismay:
breezes

Thy
\

jUfo 2,ftbcrttgmcntg, G. W. Burkett & Co.

1

■

'-

for

CII4BLE8 HUBWANTED-Agents
SEB, by Gen. N. 1‘. Banks, Bishop GilH.w
and Wm. H.
LL

nr.KT

t

I

v,

ewi

v

-el -A

1

i'

a jam

-i-.-kne-- and sorrow oYrtaaen
temptation and passion a prey.

.m

end.

An

aim. I then wandered
by vi ay a ud lone wilder-

or an

the past and tin* pi-*«ent and future I pondered.
But priOo bad
in*' ti-ndei no sign of distress.

< »ii

in irnzy the w in«-cup I instantly quaffed at.
And hal-it and tine* made me quaff to ext ess;
fait, heated by wine. liked a mad man I laughed
th- jght

n-

-■!

eYr

giving a signed' distress.
lower by lying pretences,

Biit 'vin* sank me
1 t:ut**r»*d my raiment and lurrowed my face,
it paUied niv -inew- and pilfered my senses,
.\nd !"i«
i me to proffer a sign of distress.
.■

to a
liapel w here churchmen were
kneeling
Vnd a-king their saviour for sinner* to bless;
d
aim I pre-»*nted—the door of that chapel
V\
a'.i a d iii uiv face at the sign of dis-

I

r--ei« d

■

>

tress.

rolled t

1

tin*

pi ie-i

—

to

the servant of

Incident

with

a

Office

M AND FANCY DODDS!

Cornell,
I)., with
of Carl Schurz, Geo. W. Curtis and others.
Exclusive territory. No competition. Address .).
H. Earle, Publisher, Boston.

eulogies

TEN PER CENT. NET.
Company, Des
Moines, Iowa.,

The Iowa Loan and Trust

invests money for Eastern lenders at ten per cent,
iuterest, net, payable semi-annually at the Chemical
National Bank, New T ork. All loans secured on improved Real Estate, and the collection in full guaranteed by the Company.
Lenders subject to no ex
pense. Full abstract of Title, Coupon, Notes, Mortdirect
to
gage, &c., (made
lender,) forwarded on
completion. New York and New England references
and full information sent on application. Sami kl
Merrill, (late Governor of Iuwa,) l'res’t; Jas. B.
H kartwkll, Sec'y, Des Moines, Iowa.

The Mason & Hamlin

Organ

Co..

Winners of the THREE HIGHEST *1FII» •
uik! niPLOnA of UOIOR at Tlrn.
na. 1873, and Paris, 1867, now offer the TIT.
EAT ASSORT*! KIT of the Rest CalliuM
Organs in the WORlll. incudinj? new styles
witn recent improvements, not only exclnairfty'j'or
rash, hs formerly, hut also on IKW PKSIli'iif
EASY PAY*IE.1T». the most favorable ever
offered. OIKiAXS RETTED W ITH PHII IFFt.F OF PI RCH AfcE. to almost ally
First payment S9.9U or an
part of the country.
wards.
illustrated Catalogues and Circulars, with
full particulars, sent free on reiptest. Address

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN COMPANY,
Boston, New York or Chicago.

131 ^ 0-01ST A LS,
In

Elgant Shades,

Serges, 37
Good

ability,”

Business
Education ?
College

Will send full information as to terms, conditions of
entrance, Ac., on application. Addres
< HAPj.l'.S p. W F.I.I.S, President,
New Haven, Conn.
No Charges for obtaining
Patents unless successful.
Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw,
HO Tremont Street, Boston.

SCFFF.RFRs

Uti Do uot tail
are to fie math* our

We anper yard.

received,

compounded

to examine these

Specialty.

the\

:h

Sl VM S. JUST

NO FURTHER

the

Life

**

**0 i-aeli.

a

SECOND AND LAST

at

GRAND GIFT CONCERT

C. HERVEYS.

Custom ('UiMliii” Hills Masonic Relief

a (iOl.ll) BLACK Ml,1C for «l..c
the Celebrated i. l’l.\ IT Ml. ICS, jast
troai $1.5U to s .1 r»0 per yd.

We have the LAROKST ASSulM MLXT of these
in Belfast, selling at \ Kin butt PKICKS,
VIVe Kite one of our IXIMKS1 It I• A 1 K1: I'A 1
TKIINS to each pare,baser of a \\ aterproot

b’oods

Gent’s

and

Shirting Flannels,

ONLY lo OFXTS

l»UR YARD.

) ard II’///*

Jhary Broivn Cotton,
8 Cents per yard.
<hu (Did onr-cty/dJi i/<n'rl /ridr Beached i'otton—Splendid (JnaJity. (hih/ 1J 1-J cts.
pi r yard.

Remnant
2

to 14

yards in length, all perfeet. only 7 cts
per yard.

1? cents.

Former

for our vulcanized Ri bbkr Stamps.
1 be Stumps and Ink are first class, best made. We
want Local Agents in
every town and city through
out the United States.
Send stamp lor samples and
terms, (no postal cards! to
'■'*
BELKNAP & FITTON,
J School Street, llOSTOUT.

1.0O0 CASH

2-Button Kids,
E K I,T

CENTS.

only

STc. per pair.

Notice!

SKIRTS.

$1.25 and

Notice!
is

$1.5o each.

heaven—
And sued t--r relief with a wild eagerness;
]-raved that ua -in- might at la*tbef"r-

given,

oil

1 thought h- :iad an-wered my
tress

sign

of

dis-

One
One
One
One
One

j

<'rand

1 't .gge.••»•<, at 1 a-t to tht home of my mother,
f
ie inz m\ prayer* would meet with sucBut mother and father and sister and brother
I h-owm-d nn- and taunted my sign of distress.
!

a
\

d--w ii to die a* a stranger drew nigh me,
wiiln
lamb*kiu adorning his
-1 -ot 1.
lre*s;
aught tin emblem, and as he passed by
—

■

M

-*

me,

-aVe a*
a I'a

f-jiure the sad sign of distress.

(iod-lik.*

1

-■

ni<■

nn*

grasp

i■

in.

l.les*
h

i

-iir

t

■

that messenger hastens
whisper, “Mv brother. 1
u*

i-.t- when I learned of the Ma-

i;

sons

l

an-'w-'v

g>\

-ign
a

'!

a

••

In
v

your sign of distress.

raftsman he given,
’hoii-di pri eies* t-. mei< eternity's bliss,
name
n<\cr
enter tie* records of
i;
“i

iYi**"

by

a <

Ain.
!

!

Tf.

;i

k:nA\ ledire the -ign of dis-

Tobacco.

'Vhat -i 'tinguished physician.* and men
•1 science say about it.
•‘What i- tobacco? -it is.' says the
I act lopedla Americana, ‘a nauseous and
poisonous weed, l' an acrid taste anddisagreeal le odor, in short, whose only properties arc deleterious.' Dr. Bigelow in
Ins American -Medical Botany,
says, ‘In
its externa' and sensible properties there
is no plant which has less to recommend
it than the common tobacco.
A small
quantity taken into the stomach excites
violent vomiting, attended with other

alarming symptoms.”

•The smoker cannot
escape the

poison
tobacco; it gets into his blood, travels
the whole round of the system, interferes
with the heart's action and the
general
“i

circulation, and affects every organ and
fibre ot the frame.” [Dr. Maskall Hall.
“Smoking tobacco weakness the nervous powers, favors a
dreamy, imaginative, and imbecile state of mind, produces
indolence and incapacity for manly or
continuous exertion, and sinks its
votary
into a state of maudlin inactivity and selfish enjoyment ot his vice.”
[Dr, James

('opeland.
1 lie alarming frequency of
apoplexy,
palsy, epilepsy, and other diseases of the

system, is attributable in part to
the use of Tobacco.”
[Dr. Hassock.
Hear what Dr. Cole says on this subject. “Tobacco is more deadly to life than
alcohol: the latter is doing a greater evil
to the innocent portion of the
public; but
the former is more
The Chinese in California buy their
deadly on its own victims while the lire of alcohol burns with wives. Aly Celestial, Ah-,Sam, w ho dusts
a
mighty blaze, tobacco burns long and out my office, has recently imported one.
deep in the fountain ot lile ; the one soon Sam sent money to his mother and in due
exhausts itself, the other
stealthily eats course of time the purchase arrived, and
away the cords of life, by imperceptible Sam brought her down for my inspection
degrees, to its victim, until in time he She was as ugly a Chinese woman as I
dies in his sleep, or falls dead in the ever sawr. I said, “Sam, not handsome,
street.”
eh ?” Sam says, “No, no handsome much;
Its medical use is totally at war with its handsome gal cost heap money, and all
common use.
lienee said Dr. Franklin, time kick up-bobbery.’' Sam had the
•1 never saw a well man in thp exercise correct idea of it, and w-as
wisely content
with a plain article that was most
of common sense who would
say that
likely to
tobacco did him any good.”
stay by him. Sam informed me that the
“1 never observed such
pallid faces, and original cost, with freight and charges,
so
many marks of declining health, or was $300—all it was worth. [N. V. Times.
ever knew so many hectical habits and
consumptive affections as of late years; and
A Chlrc’h Incident. One
Sunday, not
I trace this
alarming inroad on young long since, one of our most stylish young
constitutions to the pernicious custom of ladies waltzed into church
with that insmoking cigars.” [Dr. Waterhouse.
imitable grace that is at once the
peculiTobacco impairs digestion,
and
the
charm
of the female denomipoisons arity
the blood, depresses the vital powers, nation. As she took her
seat, by a little
causes the limbs to tremble and weakens
behind hand movement she arranged her
and otherwise disorders tlie heart.” [Dr. overskirt and then settled herself
to med11. Gibbons.
itate |how she looked, and what the other
girls had on. The services concluded,
We pass every day through all the she arose to
go out. Alas lor human hopes!
of
human experience. We are that last touch on
changes
the overskirt was too
children in the morning, with their fresh much she threw it too
;
high, and there it
young bodies and feelings; we are middle- rested on an old muff which was
serving
aged at noon, having seen an end of all fora bustle. So the wretched
girl wiggled
perfection ; we are old and weary and away, unconcious of the joy that
filled the
worn out at night.
hearts of the other
girls w'ho saw it.
nervous

GEO, t BURKETT & CO'S,

Dress Goods

ESSEX

YARNS!

FOUNDRY CO.

General Foundry & Machinists

GLOVES!

—

Underwear,

THOMPSON'S.

ARABIAN

OINTMENT

Sheeting,

Batting.

And other popular manufactories

AT WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.

a

m

Large

DC
Li

m

k

31
2

Departments

>
r~

is

and

Attractive, and prices will be
made Low to Cash Customers.

r*

LU

-S

t/2

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
Belfast.,

Oct

G, 1874.

MEAT

41tf

MARKET

GROCERY' STORE!
UNDERSIGNED have

corner
building,
will

ol Main and High streets
they
keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season atlords. Also gro-

graph

where

ceries of all kinds.
W

A Team will deliver all articles

purchased of us
free of Charge.

at any part of the

City

We invite our old friends to cal!.
CALVIN J. GRAY.
N. F. PATTERSON.
4
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1874.—tf7

They Do Say

This is

extract from the Balm Of Gilead
tew other ingredients. Each one like
a medicine of itself.
The formula of this (>il has been examined by some
of the most eminent physicians, and pronounced by
them to do all it is recommended.

Bud,

an

"ith

Hu,000
150, uuO
luo.uoo
100,uoo
00,000

loo,000

loo,’uoo

I2u,o00
5u,uoo

yr.o.oon

ILLS OF

HORSE-FLESH!
AND

SORES ON ALL

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
Xtejr” Witness the names of Cent I emeu who
to its extraordinary merits

testify

A. Hayford, Esq., Ex Mayor,
Belfast Me.
Israel Cox, (ien’l Ins. Agent.
Harrison ilayfoad, Farmer,
1'. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. .1. Dean, Prop, of Livery StalVe Rockland
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Searsport,
Robert <i. Ames, Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
.1. M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
\V. L. Cleaves, Prop oi Liv. Stable Stockton,

a

thelJalm of Gilead is

AM*

OTHKRS.

EMERV SAWVKI1,

Prepared By

For Sore Throat, Horseness, inflammation

of the Throat and Mouth, Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Sores of most all kinds on man or beast, and excelling all others for Scratches on Horses.

MANY

Pro’p.

SEARSPORT, ME.
RICHARD M. MOODY.
Druggist and Apothwarv
Agent,
•hnosL.'

Bki.i ast, Mk

No better medicine for Headache, Toothache, S
Rheumatism, Neuralgia. I'ains in the Side, Back or
Stomach, than the Genuine Balm of Gilead Oil.
“Is there no Halm in (Ulead? Xo Physician there?
Prove all things; hold fast that which is good?”
Prominent among its many cures are HUItXS.
SCALDS, FRESH CUTS, SPitAIXS, BRUISES,
A large and full assortment, with the FINEST
FROSTED LIMBS, and DIA It HIKEA.
LENSES, adapted to all ages and conditions of the
Be sure to buy the Genuine, with the name of H.

Spectacles

J. Stevens blown in the shoulder of the bottle.
A^r*Price 35 cents per bottle.
Apply to STEVENS & CO., Bangor, Maine.
Sold by Druggists and Apothecaries.
Cm51

and

Eye

Glasses I

COLORED EYE GLASSES
good

for weak

eves

at

HERVEY’S.

J. i‘.

JOPNSOS,

Belfast tor Boston every MONDAY
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY amt SATURDAY’
leave

o’clock P. M.
will leave Boston every MONDAY
TUESDAY, ! HI US DAY & Kit I DA Y" at 5 1-2 P il

al

Returning,

FARE TO BOSTON,

82 50
3 65

LOWELL.
AH

igliT must be accompanied by Bill of Lading
in duplicate.
All freight bills must be
paid ou
dehverv of goods
ii

^

DESERT & MACHIAS,

FOR MT,

SUMMER

ol \V aldo, deceased,
having presented a petition
lor an allowance from tin*
personal estate ot
i
deceased.
Ordered, That the said Margaret give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks
successively in tin* lb-put)
Lean Journal, printed at Belfast, tliat they liutv
up
peur at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday ut
November next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have,
why the pravor ot -aid
petition should not be granted.
ASA I UURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy, Attest. B. I*.
Fu:i.i>, Register.

*"

isri.'^

Beitast, April ,,.

Register.

Two

ARRANGEMENT.

IVr Week.

1’rips

HE

■

MTEAJIEIt

LEWISTON,

rebate Court held at Belfast, within and for
CAPT. CHAS. DEERING
County of Waldo, on the second lue-dav ot
I vt ill li-:i \ <• Kailroad Wharf, fool ol .Stale si
October, A. !>., 1*74.
ever)
TT' LIZA BE I II II. OR A K I w I«. (I Kiifii- J ij tk>
Tuesday & Friday Cve'ys at 10 o'clk,
Jjj late of Liucolm ille, in said < ouui v ol Waldo
Or on arrival ot Express t rain from Bosuon.com
deceased, having presented a patition lor an allow
men, mg flay lOlli
I a? I
unco from the personal estate of said decea-ed
l or
Ordered, I hat the said Elizabeth give notice WestUocktan.l, Castine, LVeer 1-1.-, Sedgwick o
Harbor. Mt. Desert. Millbridue. Jonesimo
to all persons interested
by causing a copv ot
and Maeliiysport.
this order to be published three weeks sucoessiveh
in
the Republican Journal, printed at
will I**:iv •*
Returning
that
Beliast,
Muehmsport v -ry tlon.
tin-v may appear at a Probate
«lwy unil rtiurmlav Moriihijj at i u clock
ourt, to be held at
Bella-t. within and for said < otintv, on th.-mi tnin-hiiig u- alf.ivc. arriving in Portland same uiuhr’
Tuesday of November next, at t< n oft he clock before usually eoum-eting with Pullman Irain. and earl,
noon, and show cause, if any they have, win
morning 1'rains fui Boston.
the
llo I.*-wi-don will t• »iu*l. .it Bur
prayerot said petition should not he granted.
Harbor, Mt. De*
A'v-V I III KL< »l (.11, Imho
,ril' iVoin dunh to Sept. 1Mb iu ad
*'!*'
t.. lo-r usual
d'lum
Atruecopy, Attest B. P. l-'n.i.n, Register.
\\ Harbor dur
landing
mg wbit'll t.nn-tb- Lewiston will leave Machiusport
at 4.do, instead ol d A
M.
At a Probat.- Court held at Belfast. wit Kin and lhr
For further particular- impur. tt Railroad \\
the County ol Waldo, on the second
1 ortland.
.a
October, A. T>. 1>74.
CYRUS STURDIVANT.
1 ortland, Ai:..v I'' t
P. STETSON, Trustee <-t
Arthur
General Atfeut.
J Peirce, under the wills of ( atharitn- and W ddo
Peirce, lute of Frankfort in said Countv ot Wald.,
deceased, having presented his third' account of
i
Trusteeship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Trustee give notice
to all persons interested
by causing a copv ,,t
this order to be published three w. eks successivelv
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said Countv. on the second
At

a

I

—

CTHARLES

iTMi-.iiar:

Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, wh\ the
should not be allowed.
asa nri'RLoroH. Ju.ig...
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Eu n. Register.

it Beats the World.

Citjf

subscriber hereby gives public notic(
concerned, that he has h.-eu dulv appoint, .i and
taken upon himself the trust of Executor of ♦ K.
Estate of

THE

ORREN T.
in the

County ot

On and aft* r MONIbV^
i>:{, th--Steam.\tig
Ol- UI< H.Mi'Mi
ill Connect with Steamboat
and l-.xpn
trainLo*u,n &. Marne
and La-tern Railroad- which
Portland at -tx
.' clock P.
M
Passengers bj this rout, w ill »rri\. in is >ston at
ten o’clock same .‘veiling
1 he 1 IT\ OK iO. li.MoN'h wiii leave Railroad
hart, Portland, .it b
-am. F.v ening, or on th<arrival of the above Train-, making all the usual
landings on the Lav and Kh.-i excepting Lincoln
vilh*. arriving at Langur at the usual hour.
Freight
taken at Through Kates to ho-t.m by
ityof Rich
mond and Portland st. uin< rNo Trucking in P...1 .ml.
(

j

RL 11 S J. PARKING TON, late of Burnham,
in the ( ounty ol V\ aldo,.deceased, b\
gii ing bond as the
law directs; he therefore requests d’ j,»-r>on.- who
are indebted to said deceased’- estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him
E/.1.K1I LI in >1

—

FA RES AS l ISUAL.
I HIM
MTI II |l»| V 4!¥T.
Lfneral Ajffnl, Portland

<

< 1 III

j

tTTIHMn

I*

ft

Belfast,

rTTU F I \ DFKSji ,n KD hav ing been appoint*-.! t»\
1_ the Hon. Judge ot Probate for the t ..untv .if
of Waldo on the 2d Tuesday of August A. 1>.. !-:r
Commissioners to receive and examine the claimof creditors against the estate of Marv A. 11 *>pktu«
late of Frankfort in said County,deceased, repr* -ent
yd insolvent, hereby give notice that six taunthfrom the date of said appointment ar<- allowed
said creditors in which to pre-ent and prove then
claims, and that they will be in se.-sion at tin follow
ing places and times, for the purpose of receiving
the same— viz —At the office ot F. P I rent on
1 hursday Kov-mber loth, 1-74, at lo ..'cluck A. M
and on Thursday February 1-th, at lo o'clock \ M.
at said Treat's office in Frankfort.
Dated at Frankfort thisatli da. id Oct.. V. D
1
I
I*. TRF.A I
""..ui^wiM'r
tiKOK.iK PEfRI 'F i

Castiue and Brookaville.

Fall

Arrangement!

STEAMER

PIONEER.
"
I

.1

<

1-»'l v

Capt.

'll

J. P. HATCH,

until furthor notlct* us follows.
ltro..ks\ illo, \Va>sun
Wharf, U»r iioltttst
•-vc j.i* <1
at
<uniia;,
usliur
.vu-k,
•if
A .'1., t1 ouchiutt
i-*i ihoro.
inn

<

«

1

K)

|

r's

o\

«

v

»i:h
Mini: im
H- 1!a -'. '•uiifor,!
Wharf !.o PrvmW.-v ill*"I'l'M’ii I'. M tom bing at 1shot uiul
as tint?

!
:
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«•

FARE
Brook -\ :1!« to p* '!
Castiiir
1-h-l.oto
p. two. II 1 -|r >!llO
.,11,1

Freight Taken
Il<

m

»|*]

p

\

v

"

Notice l

11
M

llHta t.

<

at Fail Rates

I; | *, \
\\’.\»ON
1*. P^

I.I' \

SN

AVIN’i. obtained license from th» H.u
Jmlc*
ot Probate to sell and convey so much ot tinreal estate of Finery Hall, late oi Palermo.d.-o ased,
as will produce one hundred and fifty dollar to pav
the just debts and incidental charges and chart." oi
Administration, i uill sell at public .aictiuii .m tIn
first Monday of D*-ccmber m-xi. all the right, t ;
and interest said deceased had in or to the funner
lot of land deeded to liiiu by Sarah M. Hall, tin- thin
teeth uav oi June l-.'J'., ano r*-corded iuth.e R. •.
of Waldo County, Book HO, Page ;«>7. Sale t.» tak*
place at the dwelling house ot David 1. Hall in
Palermo, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
JOHN f.KFPFl A'linini-tra' r
< >ctober Hth, l>7t,

.l^fnl llelfad

STEAMBOAT LINE.

Commissioners' Notice.
f IM1 F 1 .\ Dl.RSIt NF.D having been
appoint, d
JL the lion. Judge.d Probate for tin- county .j
W aldo oil the 2d Tuesday of .September A. D
1-71.
( omniis.-ioners to receive and examine tin- claims
of creditors against the estate of William Keating
late of Searsmont, in said County, deceased, repr.
sented insolvent, hereby gi\ e notice that six month
from; the date of said "appointment are allowed to
said creditors in which to present and prove their
claims, and that they will be in session at tin- follow
ing place- and times, for the purpose of receiving
the same v i/. —At the office of W. H. Fogler,Belfast.
Wednesday, Nov. lft, H74. at 10 o’clo. k A ll and on
.i
1-7'., at 10 o’clock A M
Wednesday, March
said Fogl.-r’s office.
Dated at Belfast, Oct. 21. lft: F
J. W. KNOW FI on
ommt-n.n(iF.O. F. JOHNbON,

Richmond!

l.imreuce Tow*.11
Malfin. l-vnn. Ilover anti llaterhlll
Mteamlioat ami llxpreo Train <»vr»
(Ilf lloMon *\ Maine and I'uti.
fin II
||.

npHE

COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.

of

Partlaiid. Ho*ton,

EDMONDS, late of Burnham,
\\ ahlo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to

LnsrE

S T E A M E K

same

*2,500,000

$5000 Gold for a Better Article

Asm

W

!>.'

*rt

1.

nstii,.•

nt>, t

Agojit. lirookst ill.-,
I'I'.K. Agont, I'le-hottf
P.o!:.,st.

11!

H

n u.\i;

( iahiai, is.
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An

Unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
And all Diseases leading to Consumption.

MISS

BEECHER’S

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,
For Hair and Whiskers. Changes light
»>r gray hair i>> a
lot
black, dark brow n. or
auburn color It contains no .Sulphui or
Lead,orotliei deleterious ingredient
i'
requires but a sing!-

It is prepared from Vegetable extracts and Barks,
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and
others, testimonials from whom 1 can furnish with
out number.

LA KG F BUT ILF, 35 < KNTS.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take.

that the

name

of F.

1

See
W. Kin-man is blown in the

)

aiqdleatK.U
■ its purpose .and

glass.

I

FOWLE’S
WARRANT ONE BOTTLE

p-nwt
all the worst /onus of Pii.ks, also fw<> to fire

cure at

in

I.h PHONY,

8>«

KOFUl.A,

I{lIi:i MAlIOI,

8

M

RllKt'.M, (.'AT A Kit II, Kll.»NKY DlSI YnHn, ana nil
diseasee of the Sk in, and the greatest Bi.non 1’t ui
FIkk ever discovered.
Entirely n-t/etable. Send to
me and take back yotir money in all coses of ft Hurt
Xone for Ht yrs.
11. D EOW 1 J!, Chemist, Boston
Sold everywhere. £1 a bottle. Send tor irculur-.
3mosl2eow.

Non Resident taxes in the town of Belmont in the
County of Waldo, for the year, 1 >7:
following list of taxes on Real Estate of
non resident owners in the town'of Belmont,
for the year 1x73, in bills committed to Samuel
Fletcher, collector of said town, on the sixteenth
day of August, 1873, has been returned by him toiue
as remaining unpaid,on the sixteenth day of
August
1874, by his certificate of that date and now remain
unpaid, and notice is hereby given that it said taxes
and interest and charges are not paid into the Ti us
cry of said town, within eighteen months from the
date of the commitment of said bills so much of tinreal estate taxed, as will be sufficient to pay the
amount due thereon, including interest and charges,
will without further notice be sold at public auciion
at the office of the Treasurer of said town on thw
first day of March next, at two of tin* clock in the
afternoon.
No. of
No. of
i.ot
Acres Value
iux
1 8 also
White,.I W,Boston, part 14
* ,’4u 22.32
house Si barn
Hazeltine, Samuel, part (12
G2
r.*4
ij.of,
!4
i.i/j
Dickey, Janies
part ‘.*8
Isaiah Fogg,
lu
15
1.50
Go
Shaw, Tisdale,
you 14.Go
part 118
Dow, W. W.
unknown
8 1 2house
barn.
31.03
mill &
Cross, Joshua
part 3
privilege 175 8.23
SAME El. FLETCHER, Treasurer, of Belmont.

THE

■

A
Just

Published,

O YOUNG MEN.

in

Sealed

Envelope. Price 0 cents
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment,
and Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or
Spermatorrhoea, induced by Self-Abuse, Involuntary
Emissions, Impotency, Nervous! Debility, and Imto Marriage generally;
Consumption,
pedimentsand
Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity,
Epilepsy,
J. CUI.\ ERWEI.L, M. l>.f auROBERT
&c.—By
a

II' el

thor of the “Green Book.” &e.
The world-renowed author, in this admirable Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience that
the awful consequrnces of Self-Abuse may be effectually removed without medicine, and without dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual, by which
every sufferer,
no matter what his condition may be,
may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
J%SF This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to address,
on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps.
Address to Publishers,

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,

l‘IV Bowery, New York;
Post Office Box, 4;*SO
ljr*?

WINTER

ARRANGEMENTS

AND \1 i'F.K M"iiR.: v V
7, 1 rains w,
leave Belta-t J• -r Bom.. 11. Cortland. Augusta umi
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K110\ and Lincoln Kailroad
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Tu'n

is required aft

but a single
combination and x
perieneed whoh^,t|.
<

handled all the various dyes, pronounc* •<
lie !
single preparation fur changin'-' the col.n
which has ever been brought to their noli'-.Satisfa.-t..-n guarani.--'!
FRICK Mi CENTS
-viy
fuse, or the inonev refund'''!
Prepared ilv > • NV
js
THOMFSoN, Rockland. Me. .-oM l.j all

uv •• Rockland lor bath an 1
V
ail I" i::l- U
l! ;o
uiid
dn.
..
ut
Boston at
;!.■:•»

7..'to and hi :;o r. \,.
I.'mv i1 Batli for IT I;
.it Buck In mi
An v
lili\ed trail. Ii a
IT
'to
BaT!
•1. R. t m

«.

\

Violins, Violas, Violoncellos. Double
Basses, and all Orclm-trul and S.• 1.» lnstruim ntSpleudid Large Music Boxes.

t"
I‘rices from
I h. !»-~t
DIM MS AND l'l l l'.s for the Soldi.-r-.
In fact all mu ical
ill M AKS for Cuitur players
instrument- in common u>«\ of ih* b.--t mat. rial,
j.ric.
imported or rnanufacrured. and ! reu-onable
Also all tilings needed tonplace l..-t part- of i.
strumeuts, Violin and Du it ar ; rings uud all Me- i« a I
Merchandi-e. For sale f.v
C
II A A N IS & ni
I’ourt St., Bo-ton
(Opp. Court lion .••<•
<

AND

R

H. EDDY
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
Fur Inventions, Trade Mark,
No. 76 State St.,
an

Designs,

opposite Kilby St., Boston

extensive

AATER
ye ar-*,continues
also in tire

States;

or

at

practice-

ol

upward-of

u

V

07

•_*.»
v.

..

arris

•:

« < >

and

,;i

.it
it

v
\

v

Beturmny
ittK'klund a:.

M M 15*-. sm*ei intt'lnlen’

ILuiior.

s

11k* yacht 1*
M
Bonne),
apt
Ihotna- Burin—- will make weekly
he
1
ween
thieitv and Car\er
Hipiturbo) "ii and alter Thursday. Sepi
_._1
a. l!
).•
.!!
.1Cm.ntrv pn .iii.e
bought a*
marker 1 »ri. e1'eopb win. im-Ii to dispose ol tIn
-am- wifi
I.. w eit l>.
n- a
all
May be Sttfli ut
the -tore .,f \\ '.id-. M ith» w- & Baker, or on board
-elu.i.ner at llaraden'- whari. where she uni) be
tolllid \\ hen 111 port
•,

Fare for

;o

if. el
Patents in he-1
France-, and other for

Passengers $1
t

Bella- f,

St ; t

10. 1-;

mi
III.
»
it io

FOR SALE

PA 'I* I NTs

KolIFD.N

h
k..m

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

l all oilier Kami Instrument-.

AMElMi AN

1874

/><(tih

it

Bollnst mid Lni vcr

A_T OS,
BARI
CORNETS,
TONES, BASSES,

K.

\l

I.•

1

\n

j 1

I-

< >

!'r ti

■ dyeing, as in the :i
19 of other <i> e s III'!:!
■.two separate articles
H) a s are most hair

Kdvesi.

i i

<

Commencing Monday,Aug 17,

w ;e:

nh-.

Pile and Humor Cure.
1

■ iug

4&1*y*\Suuipli* Bottle and Circular Free, stjf
E. W, KEXftflA.V Proprietor.
1-44 Water Street, Augustt*, .fie,
"it sAi.t: by Al t. !»i:ci,<;isi s.
lyeowll.

*•

purchased
and trade of the. Meat and Grocery Store lor
THE
WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE.
merlv occupied by SANBORN & STAPLES in Tidethe stock

AM) OTHER

X
—I

z

R’-Cur Stock in all

SCRATCHES

PI

-J

<

loo’,000

THO. E. H RA.VI L EXTE,
■Dvli’i
Agent anil flanuger,
Public Library Building, Louisville, Ky., or
TII Oft. M. HAAS A CO., Eaitern
Agto.,
OOO Broadnuv,
York.

—

V

25,000

...

—

CLOAKINGS T

House-Keeping Goods.
Cassimeres from Warren,

ju|()O0

Tickets,
^ 50 UU
Halves,.
-25 00
I enths, or each Coupon,
5 uo
II Whole Tickets for,
fjoo 00
22 1-2 Tickets for
1,000 00
For tickets and information, address

COFFINS

JET TRIMMING GOODS.

Blankets.

iuu[ouo

g-^vs

HAVE

HID

Total 20,000 Girts, all cash,
PRICE OF TICKETS.

$250,000

HOUSE.

MILLINERY GOODS.
BURKETT’S !
One Hundred Dozen

Kentucky.

\\ hole

LOMBARD,

HOSIERY!

of

LIST OF OIFFS.
Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
r> Cash Gifts, *20,000 each,
Hi Cash Gifts,
H,ooo each,
Cash (iifts,
10,000 each,
20 Cash Gifts,
5,000 each,
25 Cash Gifts,
4,000 each,
*0 Cash Gifts,
:{,000 each,
50 Cash (iitts,
2,000 each,
loo Cash Gifts,
l.uoo each,
2lu Cash Gills,
500 each,
500 Cash Girts,
luo each,
50 each,
10,000 Cash Gifts,

DENTISTRY!

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

Library

nn

DRAWING CERTAIN AT THAT DATE,

Farm For Sale

Opening!

Secretary,

NOVEMBER 30, 1874

DEATH TO ALL MEN
if they be sufferers from Youthful Indiscre

—

STEAMER

Will. It.

(

..

subscriber hereby gives public notice to al
.JL concerned that he has been duly appointed ami
taken upon himself the tru^t of Administrator, of
the estate ot

Public

re-

■■
One atternoon a gentleman ol this city
<a su'f
M
M'l. KKI l' UN HAND
tiou or Excess,
l he cause mid cure of all Nervous
entered the baggage car ol an outward
M
rn
Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Vitality and Powand
Debility,
to
read some manutrain,
desiring
and
causes
I
er,
Mo.
which
unfit for marriage, with the
gu.-ta.
symptoms which designate Self Abuse, with its at
script, he chose this car because it was
tendant
are
evils,
fully explained in our book of
IlUli I’ATTKRS,
airy and retired. A youngster of about **
MR SOUL CHARMING,”
Lectures; and every young or old man should have
P^VCilOMANCY,
fifteen years of age was occupying, with
How eitlier -ex ma> fascinate and gain the
.L
a
Sent
free
copy.
upon the receipt of 2 stamps for
KKATIUIRs
and affections of an\ person they choose, inmailing and a self addressed envelope. Published
great abandon, a chair. The gentleman love
This art all can possess, Tree bv mail tor
stantly
of
the
by
l'OI
MASS. MLD. INSTITUTE 15;*
XL)
1'UIX Id.
authority
wishing to sit near the open door of the
cents; together with a Marriage Guide'. Egyptian
Court, St., Boston.
:*mosl7
I lOKIXL,
-V B.
Phis class of Diseases a
car, to obtain both light and air. tint- ac- Oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, Ac l.OOo.obb sold.
specialty.
A *pieerbook. Address | \\ ] 1,1.1 AM & CO. Pub-.,
costed the youngster:
BI.AXKJ.IN. A,
Philadelphia.
“Bub, will you exchange tint chair fu--,—
May be found -.it our store cheap.
MflMWMnE—l
in —
!
seat
for
a
few
minutes?”
my
».Ku, \\ HI ItKETT & < O
■‘No, sir. this chair is engaged."
lhe well known “Lewis Davis”
Htf
The gentleman was very polite, as In*
farm, situated in the south west por
tiou ot the town of Jackson, about
recognized the young man’s right to the
three miles from Brooks station and
chair by actual possession. It appears that
P. O.
The farm contains one hunhe was temporarily in charge of some exdred and fifty, acres of nice land. Cuts from fifty to
of
tons
hay, and is one of the best stock
seventy.five
press matter, his father being the expressfarms in town has a large orchard in good bearing
man on the route, but the moral of the incondition. Buildings good and convenient.
Terms
DR. G-. P.
favorable to purcasher. For further particulars apcident we shall give in relating another
to
SIMON
KNOWLES.
ply
incident, which occurred in this citv mainSuccessor to Dr. C. MOORE.
Jackson, Sept. 7th, 1n7L tfl-L
May still h*- found at the old -tand of
years ago.
l1''- Mourt', corner of Church and
There was a very plainly dressed, elderly lady, who was a frequent customer
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in
at the then leading dry goods store in
eluding
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!
Boston. No one in the store knew her Wish to
call the attention of Customers
In abundance, all Sizes, and Colors,
by which the process C rendered much less painful
even by name.
All the clerks but one
to their Extensive Stock of New amt
and tedious than by the old methods.
1- eth insert
avoided her and gave their attention to
Cheap, at
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons
St VSONAEI.I.
prefer.
He has the country right for the use of
those who were better dressed and more
Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.
pretentious. The exception was this
young man, who had a conscientious reParticular attention given to making and inserting
artificial teeth.
tt4b
gard for duty and system; iie never left
another customer to wait on the lady, but
when at liberty lie waited upon lit*i' with In all the latest Novelties, Designs, Fabrics and Shades. Also Colored Merinos,
as much attention as though she had been
ON EUROPEAN PLAN.
Black Thibet, Black Cashmere, Brila princess.
This continued for a year or
liantines and Mohairs, and at prices
two, until the young man became of age
m;.\ os SUNDAYSmuch lower than ever before offered.
One morning the lady approached the
Of all Shades. Sizes and Prices !
LADIES' ENTRANCE, 70 1-2.
young man, when the following conversaRooms per day, fifty cents to one dollar for each
tion took place:
person, or by the week on Reasonable Terms.
Lady—“Young man, do you not wish to
BURNHAM & BAKEMAN, Prop *.
go into business for yourself?”
tf 12
4^Private Dining Rooms for Parties.
“Yes, ma’am,” lie responded, “but I
have neither money, credit nor friends, \ civet. Felt and Straw Ilats, entirelv new
Belfast Savings Bank.
in fashion. Feathers, Birds, Flowers
nor will any one trust me.”
A
Faces
for
continued
the
REMOVED to their new Banking Room
at
“Well,”
WholeTrimming,
lady, “you go
in Custom House Square, are prepared to reand select a good location, ask what tinsale and Ketail.
BELFAST
ceive deposits, placing the same on luterest on the
rent is, and report to me.” handing the
first
days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
young man her address.
being
computed on same, the first Mondays ot June
The young man went, found a capital
and December.
location, a good store; but the landlord
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,' from V* to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 1*. M
required security which lie could not give.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
Mindful of the lady’s request he forthwith
John
ASA EALNCE, Brest
THOMSON'S SEAMLESS and JOUVIYS
H.QriMBY, Treas.
went to her and reported,
Belfast, June 8th ls*7-f
tf
“Well,” she replied, “you go and tell
The Manager of this establishment announces to
-Mr.-that I will be responsible.”
its customers am' the public that since the lire he
lie went, and the landlord or agent was
has leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
GASKETS
Without, exception the very best made.
surprised, but the bargain was closed—
Head of the Tide, Belfast, anti is supplying it with
and next day the lady called to ascertain
AND
superior tools of ev -ry description, Lathes, Planers,
the result. The voung man told her, but
We offer a lull assortment of
and is
&.C.,
added
“What am I to do for goods? No one
Prepared to Fill all Orders
will trust me.”
with promptness and to turn out l-'IliS l CLASS
or every Style and Size on hand amt
“You may go and see Mr.-. and
WORK.
Mr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, anil all the well known
Mr.-, and Mr. —, and tell them to
T R I M M E I>
j
call on me.”
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will
A I
lie did, and lus store was soon stocked
be found at the new place, ready to wait upon cusIn all varieties and at Bottom Prices,
with the best goods in the market. There
tomers.
SHORT NOTICE
are many in this
Manager’s office in Plienix Row, over Geo. F.
city who remember the
White’s store.
circumstance and the' man; he died many
our stock or
AT
We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turn
years since and leit a fortune ol three
in
11 u\ ing just put on
hundred thousand dollars. So much Iming,
any umount and style.
Ladies’
J. i.
politeness, so much for civility, and so Is tlie very best ever offered
| some new and expensive tools for the purpose, we
in
this
much for treating one’s elders with the
city. can now execute iron fRaning to 20 inches, and turn
Price** Reasonable.
deference due to age in whatever garb
shafting up to 10 feet lengths,
j Orders left at the office over Geo. F. White’s,
they are clothed.
Now this gentleman in the baggage G-ENTLEMEN Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLF, President & Manager
Will lind as Complete an Assortment of
car might haye been a director of the
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, See’y & Superintendent.
floods for underwear as is usually
road or a yery influential man, otherwise,
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1t?73.
tf!2
found in a Furnishing Store.
and as he is a very observing man and a
good judge of character, a different answer from the
youngster might have inPrints.
terested him in his behalt and led to some
CURES
future advantage.
[Boston Traveller.

per Work.

Trips

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
'apt.
lioIX,
Cupt.
" iH

next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it
any they have, why the prayer
ol said petition should not be
granted.
A8A TH UR LOUGH,
.4
Judge.
A true copy- Attest-B. 1\
Fn:i.i>,

FIFTH & LAST GIFT CONCERT

to prove j
roperty, pay charges and take
them away.
MM. HAM,.
\\ aldo Oct. 20, 1874.-^3wl7*

MBA WEEK guaranteed to Male and
M Female Agents, in their locality.
M Costs NO THING to try it. Particm
ulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, Au-

the I’outo I Four

on

STEAMER

petition for an allowance
ed, the personal estate of
from
said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Betsy give notice to all
persons interested by ^causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks
successively in tin- Re.
publican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they niav
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
'VM*IU
an,°r 8aid Countv, on the second Tuesday
ot
November

ANOTHERCHANCE!
in aid or

into my enclosure the 23d, inst.,
7l—^ CAME
chestnut mare about six years old,
/pfl
/ J also one sorrel horse with star in his fore,l—1
head and one white Itfnd
owner

Two Steamers

a

make immediate payment, and those who havt anv
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settle’nient to him.
AMOS T. EDMO.N Ds.

—

lb

TICKETS

HENRY V. MOORE,

is to forbid all persons from harboring
or publishing
marriage notice of (,eo
Bowen, a pauper of the town of Searsport. For
"’** shall
Pay any bills of his contracting, as all
provision is made for his support in this town.
1 N IIARRIMAN.I
J Overseers of the Poor
( HAS, F. GORDON, ! of the town of
Sears
O I LS BLACK,
) port.
3wl7

The

50,000

NoRFOJ.K, va.
For Tickets and Circulars giving full
particulars,
apply at Branch Office of the Association,
A WO Rroailnar.Y T\
(Room «».)
Or address MASONIC RELIEF ASSOCIATION
2mosll
P. O. Box 1417, Niw Voi:k City
REIPOYMIBEE AGEYTS R 4YTEI).

Notice!

foot.

10,750
ll,s5o
35,ooo
2S.V00

Whole Tickets,$10; Half Tickets, 5 ; Quarter Tickets, $2.50; Eleven Wlioie Tickets or Twenty two
Half Tickets for $100.
This Concert is strictly for MASONIC
purposes, and will be conducted with the same liberality,
mmcsty, and fairness which characterized the first
XOIIX E. HOPEH, Pre« t
enterprise.

1 LR I HIS DATE, all persons are hereby forbidden from harboring or
trusting any person
whatever, on my account, without a written order
from me
EZRA ANDREWS.
Detroit, Me., October 17fh, 1874 —:5wl»;«

quested

/,M„,
'Aon

2,000
15,ooo
lRooo

PRIZES aggregating.$2.50,000
PRICE OF

W

10

* ui uo
-, uo
..
iu ooo

....

QUALM V ALL HEMMED

ONLY

Moral.

ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OK
ONE GRANDCASli UlFToF.
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OF.
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OF.
ONE GRAND CASH (,IFF OF
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OF
ON E GRAN D CASH GI F I OF.
15 Cash Gifts ot $1000 each.
23 Cash Gifts ot
500 each.
43, Cash Gilts of
250 each.
7^ Cash Gifts of
15o each.
250 Cash Gifts of
loo each.
573 Cash Gifts of
50 each.
5oOu Cash Gifts ot
lo each.

THIS
trusting

Corsels

!

TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

Soliciting

price 25 cents.

Linen Handkerchiefs,

Fits should address
Kva.ns Druggist, Gar.

$250,000

as a

HOSE.

BEST GERMAN CORSETS,
Only Go cents per pair.
NICE

authorit) ot the Virginia Legislature. act
pussetl March *'iii, isra
50.000 Ticket,
6,000 Cask Gifts.

FROM $15 TO $20

I.ADIKS* WOOLKN IIOSK, Joe. per pair.

NOVEMBER.

I mter

Printer,Storekeeper, Hook
keeper, &c., &c., either of above named, 1
have worked at for some time and feel
myself quali
tied to undertake, w ith a determination to
give satis
faction
Soliciting the patronage of those in want
ot such a person, 1 will
say that good references can
be given. Address, care of Journal
()ffice,
AL1.X. M. t! KA 1SP.A It Y.
Belfast, Aug. 31st, 1874—ti'9

s«-x,

AilKAMlEmiS Fill; THE SEASON OF 1*74.

the

AT

IPrints

HEAVY BLEACHED COTTON

THURSDAY. 19TH

WANTED!
EMPI.oYMF.XT

Association

OF NORFOLK, VA.

1H a determination to more than ever merit
the reputation so generally accorded
me, 1
have added new and improved facilities for
doing
good work in inv mills, and am, now prepared to
grind all sorts of grain in the best manner at short
notice.
\\ heat, Corn ami
rye meal tor sal*-.
'' M S. M I.LEK
1- reedotn Oct. 12th. 1874.—Cwl:».

veiling

ali

of Ralph
POSTPONEMENT. ■V|rAR(iARKTANXPKVKKEL-.\,widow
Seu Iwe of rrosiiect, in said u»!„

OF THE

FREE DO? I, ME.

RKCF.IYFD,

BOSTON AND LOWELL.

an

Probate Court held at Belfast, within uud for
County of Waldo, ou tlu- -eeoud I ue-davy ot
October, A. 1>„ 1S74.

in aid of Tin:

goods

petition

for

At a
tlw

POSITIVELY

F.;ioli.

WATERPROOFS.

■-

Autumn

purching elsewhere.
iyPhysicians’ prescriptions carefully

SCISSORS and SHEARS

R RAI) V-MADE

CK z QQH Per day at home. Terms free. Address
(iKu. .Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.

■—

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS

lrylO.

For

a

allowance from the personal estate of said dcceesed.
Ordered, 'That the said Hannah give notice to
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should hot be granted.
ASA THLRLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. FIELD, Register.

having presented

All of which he offers very cheap for
cash.
Please call and examine before

Special attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured!
Teeth filled in the best manner.

Selected from the host makers.

widow

having presented

Waldo,

G. Piper, late
PIPER,
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceasBETSY

Cor. Main and High Streets,
a large assortment ot

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

good article call

-FOR-

of Francis (
CHADWICK,
Chadwick, lateAof Palermo, in said County of
HANNAH
deceased,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
October, A. D. 1874.

Who has also

REPTS,

l ion) s7 l"

Kpileptic

for a fret' circular, I.. P.
land, Me.

tf4

D ENTIST !

_

Paisley Shawls,

Best Frcncli

If MH I CU Exploration* of Ilr. Elvingetone, complete and authentic. A fresh book
•Suited to the times.
Address B. B. RUSSF.LL,
Publisher, Boston. Mass.
from

Hamer

SEARSPORT, ME.

From 20 to 25 cts. per yd.

CHEMICALS,
FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, &C.,

R. H. MOODY’S

M. L. M A G 0 0 N

$1.50.

Sanford’; Independent Line.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday oi
October, A. D., 1874.

widow of Will.

Maine.

Office and residence at the house ot J. I,.
corner of Cedar and Franklin Streets.

yard.

From 25 cts. to

TYCOON

PURE DRUGS

SURGEON,

Belfast,

BLACK A I. BACAS A MOllMRS.

From

ACEltTS. for

yd.

Splendid Shades.

For 25 Cents per

<hu

DO YOU WANT A

U/tMTrn

Alpacas

Patent Medicine
and

PROBATE NOTICES.
At

THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR

FLETCHER, M.D.,

PHYSICIAN k

BLACK SILKS,

z

TITAN 1 1.1)—A situation as Book keeper, or in
*Jome business capacity.
▼V
The country preferred. Have been engaged in mercantile pursuits
or in book keeping for years.
Keel competent to do
tie-rough work and give entire satisfaction. Key.
Kdward Cooke, D. l>.. late Principal and Treasurer
of Wesleyan Academy, Wilbraimm, Mass
says—
••lias been employed by me for lit*.- v*-ars as book
keeper here. He has performed his duty with
marked ability, fidelity, and honesty■. Has shown
superior executive and financial
&c., itc.
Other testimonials and references can be given. Ad
dr*-sM.B1HI >. NKW ION, Rochester, Vt.

TO^KT\^Wr^fYDQ
_ttlrlO

to 75 ct3. per

in

at Law!

1IAADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me,
J. M.

patterns of

great variety, alt selling at very low prices at
C. HERVEY’S.

in

yard j

At 50 cts. per

From

Jk^-Si

The Tational

AS

All-Wool Merinos at 81 cts.

r.U'CAM

b^WHEEU.
z

wiile,

Boyle.

Fall iV Winter Sacks. Wl

li bira
co

1 yi

K.

received,

ricli

PINS, EARRINGS, STUDS,
SLEEVE BUTTONS, COLLAR
BUTTONS, LOCKETS, CHABMS,

WALLACE,

Attorney

GREAT BARGAINS!
SUCH

Just

«i-All business entrusted to him will receive
rorapt attention.

offering to the Trade

are

NEW JEWELRY!

at Law!

formerly occupied by E.

GEO- E.

—OF—

And

JOHNSON,

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

FALL AND WINTER STOCK

n

E.

Attorney

AN

••

...

Have Just Received their

ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
For the best and cheapest family Bible ever published, will be sent free of charge to any book agent.
It contains Over 300 line Scripture Illustrations,
and agents are meeting with unparalleled success.
Address, stating experience, &e.. and we will show
you wliar our agents are doing. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa., Chicago, 111., and
St. Louis, Mo.

G.

00.

».M \> Bl FUJI'S"

CHEAP,

TWO GOOD FARMS,
111*.

II

WAN

|.l\ ll-i.M.

I’HT.Al,

< ottage IB)u>n*« 4 and
.11 AcreI I i:s 1 1 \K.M
room-, Mid dled one Barn and >hed-. l'riee, fcl'JOO
h
t "ttnjie Hoi. es, s
SI .1 UN D F A KM
Barn- and sheds, Wutei
and 10 room-, »ini~l.«
Al-o, l.»u Acres :tlouit
Privilege andt 1. aii.i \i
I
■»• I
l‘
mS
tain Ba-ini
Address, rn
.1 * * 11 N SO\ |tl{( IS & Ct 1.,
closing -lamp.
■in"
Worm
r(
M..
"

'1

r<> secure*

Britain,

e-ign

countries.
Caveats, Specifications, Assign
im-nts, und all papers for l’ate-nts e xecute d on re-a-'-n
able- terms, with despatch. Researches made t dterruine tin- validity and utility of Patent- of In-« "
..
tions, and legal and other advice* rendered
I
matters touching the same. Copies ol the claim
A
any patent furnishe-d by remitting one- dollar
in
recorded
Washington.
signmeuts
snpi i,
Art Agency in the ignited Stabs /n-ss,
facilities fia'obtaining 1‘atents or ascertain<im the
of inventions.
All necessity of a journey te» Washington to pro
are
cure a Patent, and the usual great dela> then
here- saved iu\eiilors.
TESTIMONY A LS.
>.

patentability

‘*1 regard Mr. Eddy as one-ol the- most capable-ami
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
CHARLES MASON,
ficial inte rcourse.
Com’s’r of Pate-nt.-.”
“I have-no he sitation in assuring inventors that
a
man
they cannot employ
move"competent and trust
worthy and more capable of putting their applicu
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor
able consideration at the Patent <Mfice.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”
“Air. R- H. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every cave. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
all inventors to
apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faith
ful attention bestowed
upon their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TACO ART.”
Boston, Jan. 1 1674.
Iyr27.

I?

<

‘

ill <> v n

1 !

NEW

LIVERY STABLE!
Henry Dunbar, Jr., has
bought
tin- Nable tin lo i'li
upieii by I- red hiu.
hall, on Washington street, near Perkin*
mJL Brothers
rama^e shop, where he has
op« lied a liven stable, stocked w ith
m

/

Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.
Teams furnished lor all occasions and at all times
t.ood and capable drivers turnishcd when required
#4 <;i\e no a call and tr\ my teams.
H. DUNBAR. Jr.
Belfast, duly Jfeth. 1S7T tti
First-Class

P( )HTLAN I

Business

>

College

!

ADMIT 1 El> at any time when there
All parties interested are invited
are vacancies.
to examine into its merits.
For full information address,
L. A. GHAY, A. M., Principal.
:imos9

STUDENTS

